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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) is to use computers to aid the engineering design 

process by effectively creating, modifying, or documenting the part's geometrical 

modeling (Zhang and Alting, 1993). Therefore, CAD is most commonly associated with 

the use of an interactive computer graphics system. With CAD, designers can analyze 

data, make calculations, and use computer graphics to efficiently build up a three-

dimensional image of a projected object. This image can be rotated and viewed from 

different angles, sectioned through various planes, stretched, condensed, and generally 

assessed. Moreover, during each of the design process proceeds, the modifications can be 

made instantly, and the resulting data can be stored in the computer and retrieved from the 

database (Gibbs and Crandell, 1991). 

The earlier CAD systems, developed in the early 1960s, were directed at drafting 

(engineering drawing) which can provide only two-dimensional drawing functions. During 

the late 1960s and early 1970s, the early two-dimensional CAD systems began to be 

extended to three-dimensional CAD systems. Using techniques developed for hidden line 

and surface removal, solid modeling systems emerged around 1970. lan Braid and his 

colleagues worked on boundary representations (Brep) which consists of facets that were 

subset of planar, quadric, or toroidal surfaces (Braid, 1979). Voelcker and Requicha 

introduced CSG models which consists of a fmite number of Boolean set operations 



appUed to half-spaces defined by algebraic inequalities (Requicha and Voelcker, 1977). 

Both of these developmental areas eventually led to commercial application of sohd 

modeling in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

The main advantage of solid modeling systems is that the designer has the option 

to work with solid volumes instead of lower-level geometric primitives such as points, 

lines, and arcs. Proponents of solid modeling technology expect that, once perfected, 

soHd models would rapidly replace drafting-oriented systems in CAD. Unfortunately, 

even today, most CAD applications are based on two-dimensional drafting. Instead of 

design development, solid modeling systems are used in design documentation, packaging 

studies, robotics, and geometry definition for finite element (FE) meshing and numerical 

control (NC) programming (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

Feature-based system, as a new development of CAD, emerged from a desire to 

integrate computer-aided process planning (CAPP) with CAD in the mid-1970s. 

Kyprianou (1980) first introduced the idea of feature recognition by discovering 

topological and geometric pattems in CAD database and comparing them to the 

characterizing features. Almost all subsequent methods for feature recognition used this 

idea in some form. 

Feature-based CAD systems demonstrated clear potential in creating attractive 

design environments and in facilitating geometric reasoning related to design function, 

performance evaluation, manufacturing process planning, NC programming, and other 

engineering tasks (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). Several commercial software packages of 

feature-based modeling became available in the late 1980s, including CIMPLEX from 



Cimplex Inc. and Pro/ENGINEER from Parametric Technologies. In the early 1990s, 

most major CAD vendors began to adopt feature-based modeling. 

1.2 Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) 

Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) refers to the processes involved in the 

manufacture of parts and components that can be augmented through the application of 

computer technology (Valliere, 1990). Generally, these processes can be grouped into 

manufacturing planning, manufacturing control, and the actual part production. In each of 

these categories, computer technology has made advances, both in the ease and in the 

sophistication with which they can be performed. 

The relationship between CAD and CAM is closely tied because CAM relies on 

the CAD data. The integrated CAD/CAM provides the design of tooling, jigs, and 

fixtures and the generation of machine instmctions for manufacturing and inspection. 

Many companies now are tuming to CAM techniques, mainly in the form of numerically 

controlled (NC) machines in order to provide greater flexibility in batch production. 

1.3 Computer-Aided Process Planning (CAPP) 

Process Planning is "the sequence of technical planning and decision-making steps 

related to a product's manufacturing" (Shah and Mantyla, 1996, pp. 479). It includes the 

identification of the setups, fixtures, processes, machine tools, cutting tools, and 

operations necessary to produce a desired part (Huang, 1995), derivation of control 

programs for driving various types of manufacturing machinery (CNC machines, robots. 



and automatic transportation and storage equipment). A good process plan should 

provide enough detail to enable an inexperienced machinist to produce a part using the 

same steps that a master machinist would use (Chang, 1990). In this way, the manner in 

which parts are produced is determined not by the machmist, but by a process planner who 

is knowledgeable of the best manufacturing practices. 

Since the process planning tasks may consume more human effort and time than 

the actual design itself, to realize the benefits of CAD and CAM, computer support for 

process planning activities should be developed in addition to more conventional CAD and 

CAM processes. Computer-aided process planning (CAPP) then became a cmcial key in 

the integration of CAD and CAM. 

The idea of using the computer to assist the process planning is first discussed by 

Niebel in 1965. At the beginning, the computer-aided approach was used to find the 

optimal machining parameters and cut distribution. Then, the database was introduced to 

store process plans in the computer. The development of computer-aided process 

planning (CAPP) can be tracked back into the mid-1970s. During the 1980s, due to the 

applications of semi-generative process planning and knowledge-based expert systems, 

CAPP systems can generate process plans automatically. However, the generated process 

plans have to be examined and modified by a human process planner to fit into the real 

production environment (Huang, 1995). 

The ultimate goal of CAPP research is to reduce the cost of process planning to an 

acceptable level for medium- or short-batch production while stiU realizing adequate plan 

quality in terms of throughput, lead time, product quality, and cost-effective utiHzation of 



various manufacturing resources (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). As a result, CAPP systems 

are becoming mcreasingly important for industrial companies. 

1.4 Tolerance Analysis and Setup Planning in CAPP 

Tolerance control plays a critical role in precision manufacturing. It warrants that 

the resultant part dimensions do not exceed the specified design values. Usually, to apply 

tolerance analysis techniques at the early stage of process planning is desirable since no 

great time or dollar loss wiU occur if a process, setup, or setup datum change is required 

(Wade, 1983). However, most of the existing CAPP systems lack the ability of automated 

tolerance analysis and rely on manually calculated tolerance insertions (Wade, 1990). 

Setup planning and fixture design are two closely related tasks in process planning. 

To set up a workpiece is to locate the workpiece in a desired position on the machine 

table. A fixture provides some kind of a clamping mechanism to maintain the workpiece 

in the position and to resist the effects of gravity and/or operational forces (Karash, 1962). 

The purpose of setup and fixturing is to ensure the stability and, more importantly, the 

precision of machining processes. Therefore, the important guidehne for setup planning 

and fixture design is design tolerance requirements. However, tolerance analysis for setup 

planning and fixture design is a relatively unexplored research issue. Some mles of setup 

planning based on tolerance analysis have been proposed (Huang and Gu, 1994; Mei and 

Zhang, 1992), but no systematic approach is available. Recently, a graph-matrix approach 

to setup planning, which is the fu-st step towards building a scientifically rigorous base for 

CAPP research, was developed by Huang (1995). 



1.5Pro/ENGINEER 

Pro/ENGINEER was developed in the late 1980's and is a feature-based CAD 

software. Its method of design is quite different from traditional computer-aided drafting 

system because Pro/ENGINEER models are three dimensional (PTC, 1995). 

Pro/ENGENEER models are not drawn so much as sculpted from soUd volumes of 

material (PTC, 1995). In Pro/ENGINEER, drawings are produced as views of the model, 

rather than the other way around (Figure 1.1). The data stmcture and inmitive design 

methodology work together to provide a state-of-the-art design environment that is 

capable of not only capturing the design, but also the design intent. 

The part created in Pro/ENGINEER are the core database for all other 

Pro/ENGINEER application modules such as pro/DETAIL (for making drawing) and 

Pro/ASSEMBLY (for assembling two or more parts). These applications simply create a 

link to the original data and reference the part that they use (Uts and Cox, 1994). One 

obvious advantage is that concurrent engineering is supported and easily maintained by 

Pro/ENGINEER's data stmcmre. Th^design changes in Pro/ENGINEER are bi-

directional: the change can be initiated from any application, and the results will be shown 

in all other applications. For example, if changing the length of the part, the drawing will 

update, or if changing the length dimension in the drawing, the part as well as any 

assemblies which reference the part automatically update. 

One of the principal aspects of successful parametric solid modeUng in 

Pro/ENGINEER are Feature Based Modeling which allows user to design in a fast, easy. 



Pro/ENGINEER 

(̂ Drawing 
1* 

Traditional CAD/CAM 

Figure 1.1. Comparison of Pro/ENGINEER and traditional CAD/CAM. 

and intuitive manner by creating features step-by-step. Features can be additions of 

material, subtractions of material, rounds, chamfers, and even datum planes or points. 

1.6 Research Objectives 

Process planning, like most other computer-aided engineering applications, 

requires the definition of product geometry as input (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). But the 

geometric information alone is insufficient. Process planning needs additional data on the 

shapes, such as their dimensions, locations, tolerances, and surface finish. The information 

should also cover more specialized factors including tool accessibility, fixturing 

possibihties, and inspectability. Therefore, product data transfer is important and 

necessary in automated process planning. 

However, most CAD systems, even the feature-based design systems which was 

developed as the need of CAPP, cannot provide exact information, such as dimensions and 

tolerances, of an object. Until now, most CAD modelers care more about the geometry of 

a part than other product information, but in fact, the product data, including tolerance 

information, is absolutely cmcial to CAPP. To realize product data transfer, feature-based 

design is very instmmental although it has not fulfiUed its promises yet One of objectives 



in this research is to modify a product data file, which is an exported file of a feature-based 

CAD system, in order to obtain exact product information which can be used by a CAPP 

system. 

Although feature-based design system can provide product data directly or 

indirectly, some CAPP systems stiU does not have interface with those CAD systems. The 

product data requh:ed by these CAPP systems usually has a specific format which is 

unique to the system. Amongst them is an automated setup planning system developed by 

the Advanced Manufacturing Laboratory in the Department of Industrial Engineering of 

Texas Tech University. 

Setup planning to ensure the precision of machining processes is essential for 

CAPP systems. An effective setup planning program was developed by using a systematic 

approach (Huang, 1995). However, a disadvantage of this program is that it lacks an 

interface with CAD models. The part data file has to be manually edited, which is very 

tedious and time-consuming. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an interface with CAD 

models so that the part data fUe can be obtained directly from CAD representation. 

The objectives of the research are: 

1. To improve Pro/ENGINEER's neutral files in order to get the exact tolerance 

information. Neutral file does not include the tolerance information clearly 

since the surfaces which is related to tolerances are not described in neutral 

file. 
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2. To extract product data from CAD models created by Pro/ENGINEER. These 

product data should be translated into the format required by the part data fíle 

of the setup planning program by Huang. 

3. To determine the tool approach direction from the product data by feature 

recognition. 



CHAPTERII 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Geometric ModeUng 

This research focuses on transferring product data from feamre-based models to a 

setup planning program. Feature models were introduced as extensions of ordinary 

geometric models, or more specificaUy, solid models, used in CAD. Therefore, the design 

of the interface with a geometric modeler is one of the major issues in the development of 

a feature-based system and should be discussed firstly. 

Geometric modeling is "the process of constmcting a complete mathematical 

description of the shape of a physical object" (Anand, 1993, p.2), which studies computer-

based representation of geometry and related information needed for supporting various 

computer-based appUcations in engineering design, analysis, and manufacturing, and other 

areas with simUar requirements (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). Geometric modeUng includes 

aU the considerations of data stmctures, algorithms, and file formats for creating, 

representing, communicating, and manipulating geometric information of physical parts 

and processes appearing in these applications. It also relates numerical and symbolic 

technical information (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

Three computer-aided geometric modeling systems (wireframe, surface, and solid) 

based on curves, surfaces, and solids, have been developed and used by industry (Figure 

2.1). 

10 
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Figure 2.1. Schemes of three geometric modeling systems: (a) wireframe; (b) surface; 
(c) soUd (Modified from Goldman, 1987). 

2.1.1 Wireframe Models 

The early computer-aided geometric modeling systems were simple two-

dimensional wireframe systems which were essentially computer-aided drafting systems 

used to display projection of mechanical parts. The data stored and displayed by these 

systems generaUy consists of just straight lines and circular arcs, although some conics and 

simple splines might be included as weU (Goldman, 1987). 

Although the curves are supposed to represent the boundaries of surfaces 

surrounding real, manufacturable, solid objects, two-dimensional systems may design 

some physically absurd models. Smce a two-dimensional wireframe system has no way to 

insure the integrity of the part, nonsense designs may simply be passed on to 

manufacturing. 

11 



Tme three-dimensional wireframe models can avoid some of the optical iUusions. 

For example, the situation depicted in Figure 2.2a wiU not occur, but ludicrous 

components still can be designed even in three dimensional wireframe system (Figure 

2.2b). Moreover even perfectly vaUd graphical models, whose aU three-dimensional 

graphical entities are tme edges of a solid object, can stiU have several interpretations and 

may be ambiguous (Figure 2.3). In industry ambiguity is worse than nonsense. It is more 

costly because the wrong component may be manufactured before the errors are detected. 

Wireframe models also have other disadvantages. For example, the designing of a 

model is a very tedious and error prone process, because every edge, arc, and spline must 

be drawn individually. Many wireframe models may be incomplete because of omitting 

one or several edges mistakenly by the designer. This problem can raise havoc when 

designs are passed on to manufacturing. 

In a summary, the main purpose of wireframe models is to support the creation of 

drawings. They have many drawbacks although they are the simplest models used by 

industry. Therefore, wireframe models has generally given way to other more 

sophisticated techniques of geometric modeUng. 

2.1.2 SurfaceModels 

Surface models were introduced to overcome the deficiencies of wireframe 

models. Several well-known researchers, notably Bezier and de Casteljau, invented 

various schemes simultaneously and independenUy for the representation of parametric 

curves and surfaces. 

12 



Figure 2.2. Impossible wireframe and geometry. 

Figure 2.3. Ambiguity of wireframe models (Redrawn from Anand, 1993). 

Surface modeling uses parametric surface patches and, in particular, various types 

of spline surfaces as the design schemes. Freeform surface design led to the field of 

computer-aided geometric design (CAGD), primarily focusing on methodologies for 

designing curved surfaces subject to functional constraints (Hoffmann, 1989). Several 

types of surfaces are used in CAD and geometric design, including: parametric surfaces, 

13 



bicubic surfaces, Bezier surfaces, B-spUne surfaces and mled surfaces (Faux and Pratt, 

1979; Mortenson, 1985; Farin 1990; Risler, 1992; Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

Surface modeUng has many advantages over wireframe modeUng. When surfaces 

are definitely included in the computer model, most of the impossible objects cannot be 

designed. For example, the two objects created by the wireframe method in Figure 2.2 

wUl not be constmcted in surface modeling systems, because it is impossible to flesh out 

these pictures with real surfaces. The inclusion of surfaces also removes the ambiguity 

from many wireframe designs. Once surfaces are included, the object in Figure 2.3 is no 

longer ambiguous and the hole on that object can be located easUy and unambiguously. 

CAGD with freeform surfaces is also an excellent tool for describing complex shapes such 

as car bodies, ship huUs, airplane wings and so on. 

Although surface modeling systems are widespread in the automobUe, aerospace, 

and ship buUding industries, they stiU have some disadvantages. For example, the Klein 

bottle, which can be designed with surfaces, wiU not be manufactured on the shop floor 

(Goldman, 1987). Modeling with surfaces remains tedious because they do not have 

higher level primitives. Surface models are often incomplete because the surfaces are not 

always guaranteed to bound a solid object. Moreover, surface modeling systems lack 

necessary connectivity information. The absence from the data base of this kind of explicit 

topological information makes it all but impossible to solve certain problems 

automatically. AU these limitation of surface modeling led people to seek for more robust 

techniques of computer aided geometric modeling. 

14 



2.1.3 SoIidModels 

The fu-st solid modeling systems appeared in the early 1970's (Braid, 1973; 

Eastman, 1976; Engeli, 1974; Krause and VassUakopoulas, 1976) and in the end of 

1980's, a considerable knowledge of solid modeUng was developed (WUson, 1988a). 

SoUd modeUng provides complete, unambiguous descriptions of manufacturable 

parts, which support three-dimensional design much better than systems based on 

wireframe or surface modeling. A soUd model is "a three-dimensional object with a well 

defined inside and outside separated by a two-dimensional boundary" (Goldman, 1987, 

p.226). It emphasizes the general appUcabiUty of models and attempts to create only 

"complete" representations of solid objects that are adequate for answering any geometric 

questions algorithmically (without the help of interaction with a human user). In 

particular, they provide improved constmction techniques to create three-dimensional 

geometry, and they can generate projected images automatically with hidden Unes 

suppressed or displayed using suitable graphic attributes (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

The representation of solid models uses the fundamental idea that a physical object 

divides three-dimensional Euclidean space, E ,̂ into two regions ~ interior and exterior to 

it ~ separated from each other by the boundary of the object (Anand, 1993). As shown in 

Figure 2.4, the boundary can be a closed surface (2.4a) or a group of open surfaces 

interconnected at specific locations (2.4b). By using this method, an object can be 

represented completely and unambiguously. 

There are several different forms of representation schemes avaUable for creating 

solid models. The two most common ones are the unevaluated, object volume based form 

15 
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Figure 2.4. Examples of (a) closed boundary surface, and (b) open boundary surface. 
(Redrawn from Anand, 1993). 

as exemplified by Constmctive Solid Geometry (CSG) model, and the evaluated, object 

boundary based form as used by Boundary Representation (Brep) model (Requicha, 1980; 

WeUer, 1984; WUson, 1988b). CSG model consists of the Boolean combinations of 

simple Primitive volumes (cuboids, cylinders, cones, etc), and Brep consists of the 

discrete bounding surfaces, curves and points of the soUd together with the adjacency 

relationship (topology) between the geometric entities. CSG is a description of a soUd at a 

higher level of abstraction than Brep (WUson and Pratt, 1988). 

2.1.3.1 Constmctive SolidGeometiy (CSG). CSG is one of the most popular 

representation for solid modeling because it is well understood, and easy to interface with 

the user and check for validity. In CSG, an unlimited variety of parts can be constmcted 

from a relatively small coUection of primitive solids by performing Boolean operations 

(Union, Intersection and Difference). These primitives usually are blocks, cyUnders, 

spheres, and cones which have simple surfaces, but primitives with more complicated 

surfaces can also be incorporated into these systems. CSG model are typically represented 

16 



by a binary tree (CSG tree). Primitives form tíie leaf nodes and boolean operations are the 

interior nodes of the tree (Figure 2.5) (Requicha and Voelcker, 1977; Anand, 1993; Shah 

and Mantyla, 1996). 

CSG tree is very powerful because each binary tree can represent a unique, 

physical soUd whose primitives are complete, unambiguous descriptions (Goldman, 1987). 

Therefore, once the primitives are weU defmed, the impossible or ambiguous objects wUl 

never occur. Furthermore, Boolean operations can be used to reflect manufacturing 

processes. For example, drUling a hole is mathematically equivalent to subtracting a 

cyUnder; and welding two parts is the same as taking their union. Thus, a CSG tree wiU 

contain not only a mathematical description of part geometry, but also a physical 

regulation for part manufacture. However, the topological information of a model is stiU 

lacking, and some functions in the research stage, such as specification of fillets and 

blends, defining general tolerance schemes and feature recognition, are difficult to be 

performed by using a CSG representation. 

2.1.3.2 Boundary Representations (B-Rep). Boundary Representations (Brep) of 

a solid model is similar to a surface model, but it can represent both solid's bounding 

surfaces (geometry) along with specifications for how these surfaces are joined together 

(topology) (Braid, 1973). Brep models add more graphical primitives for representing the 

"skin" of solid objects. Historically, they emerged from polyhedral models used in 

computer graphics for representing objects and scenes with hidden line and surface 

removal (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). Now various faciUties for parametric surface 

modeling have been introduced into boundary models. 

17 
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Figure 2.5. CSG tree (Modified from Mântylâ, 1988). 

Brep are buUt on the idea that a physical object is enclosed by a set of faces, which 

belong to closed and orientable surfaces (Figure 2.6). Orientation as applied to surfaces 

indicates that it is possible to distinguish the two sides of a surface, hence a solid model 

created with them wUl have an interior and an exterior region. The orientation is usually 

established by the direction of a normal vector. 

h data stmcture of Brep must record the faces of the object modeled, and this is 

accomplished by using a hierarchical data stmcture where each face is bounded by edges, 

and each edge is chalked out in terms of two vertices. In addition to these basic types of 

objects and their relations, geometric information such as face and curve equations and 

vertex coordinates must be present. It is usually to group all information of the shape of 

the entities under the term of geometry, and similarly information of their connections 
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Figure 2.6. Boundary Representation (Brep). 

under the term of topology. Hence, the topological information keeps all the geometric 

information together. 

Many data stmctures for encoding topology and geometry have been proposed for 

Brep (Baer et al., 1979; Mântylâ, 1988; Mortenson, 1985; Weiler, 1985). According to 

Anand (1993), the separation between geometry and topology is as foUows (Figure 2.7): 

Geometric Entities Topological Entities 

Point 

Curve 

Surface 

Vertex 

Edge 

Face 

In a Brep, to assure its vaUdity whether it defines the boundary of a "reasonable" 

solid object, it must include the foUowing conditions (Mântylâ, 1988): 

1. Faces of the model do not intersect each other except at common vertices or 

edges. 

2. The boundaries of faces are simple polygons that do not intersect themselves. 
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Curve/Line 
Surface 

Face 

Edge 

Vertex 

Figure 2.7. Difference between geometric and topological entities. 

3. The set of faces of the boundary model "closes," that is, forms the complete 

"skin" of the solid with no missing parts. 

Brep does not warrant a more complete or manufacturable object than any 

standard surface model, but if a CSG tree is used as input to a Brep system, then 

complete, physical models can be guaranteed. Thus some solid modelers use CSG before 

the end as input to ensure physical integrity and Brep in the database to provide explicit 

geometry and topology (HiUyard, 1982; Boyse and Gilchrist, 1982). An advantage of 

these systems is to allow a designer to work with high level solid primitives (CSG) instead 

of individual curves and surfaces (Brep). Recently, it is starting to use the methods of 

combining CSG and Brep within one system, and Brep and CSG systems have been 

considered as most suitable for form feature modeUng (Pratt, 1988). 
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2.2 Feature-Based Design 

A number of application systems have been developed on geometric models; 

however, they are not sufficient because geometric models only represent the final shape 

of a product, and the meaning of the shape, which may represent the design intent, is not 

maintained by the system (Mausea et ai, 1990), Dimensions and notes on drawings have 

been the traditional manner of describing the variational model, but they are usuaUy 

subjective and difficult for a computer to interpret (Ranyak and Fridshal, 1988). Design-

thinking and decision-making are stiU left to the designer (Krause et al., 1991). Therefore, 

when geometric models are used for various manufacturing appUcations, some information 

about these applications should be given to the system when the models were created 

(Mausea et aL, 1990). 

The concept of feature may be promising for solving these problems. Feature-

based design is to link geometry between design and manufacturing and is regarded as a 

cmcial factor towards CAD/CAPP integration. From a design point of view, feature-

based design offers possibiUties for supporting the design process better than current CAD 

systems do (Salomons et al., 1993). Feature-based computer-aided design (CAD) and 

manufacturing (CAM) systems have aU-eady demonstrated clear potential in creating 

attractive design environments and in faciUtating geometric reasoning related to design 

function, performance evaluation, manufacturing process planning, NC programming, and 

other engineering tasks. 

Several research groups are currently working on feature-based design systems. 

Some of them are Dixon et al. (Dkon, Cunningham et al., 1987; Dixon, 1988), Cutkosky 
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and Tenenbaum (Cutkosky and Tenenbaum, 1987; Cutkosky et al. 1988), and Finger and 

Safier (1990). 

2.2.1 Feature Modeling 

Feature modeling is "an approach where high-level modeUng entities termed 

'feature' are utiUzed to supply aU improvements to solve the problems which exist 

ordinary geometiic modeling techniques" (Shah and Mantyla, 1996, p. 97). UnlUce many 

other product modeling approaches currently investigated in academe, feature models are 

already used in industry and their present applications provide the way for creating more 

general future product models (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

Features, as the effectively representational and interactive means, provide more 

abstract product models than geometric alone (Anderson and Chang, 1990). This higher-

level model, which can be described to downstream applications, such as manufacturing 

process planning and analysis, facUitates computer automation (Henderson and Anderson, 

1994). Moreover, the product model is represented in vocabulary that is famiUar to 

designers, and therefore, engineering meanings can be directly manipulated and 

maintained. 

2.2.1.1 Feamre Definitions. By considering the intrinsic nature of features in the 

production industry, the definition of features usuaUy do not focus on a particular process 

(Kang and Nnaji, 1993). In recent years, engineering design, manufacturing, and 

geometric modeling communities have given features several general but formal 

definitions. The terms feature and form feature are now being used in a broader sense 
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(Wright and Boume, 1988; Asada and By, 1984). Several definitions are listed as foUows 

according to their different appUcations: 

• A processing entity for which reasonable ways of manufacturing can be seen 

independent of other features (CAM-I, 1981). 

• The general term applied to a physical portion of a part, such as a surface, hole 

or slot (ANSI, 1982). 

• Any geometric form or entity uniquely defined by its boundaries, or any 

uniquely defined geometric attribute of a part that is meaningful to any Ufe 

cycle issue (Dixon et al., 1987). 

• A feature is a region of interest in a part model (Wilson and Pratt 1988). 

The definition given by Wilson and Pratt probably is the most appropriate, albeit 

ambiguous one. It is intentionally very broad so that it does not preclude the 

consideration of anything germane to design and manufacturing processes (Ostrowski, * 

1990). Within this definition, one can associate with the definitions of feature offered by 

virtuaUy any discipUne. 

No matter how general the definitions are, features finally are attached to some 

geometric shape. Shah (1990b) defined the least requirements a feature should fulfill: a 

physical constituent of a part, be mappable to a generic shape, have engineering 

significance, and have predictable properties. 

2.2.1.2 Tvpes of Features. Three types of features are defined by Shah and Rogers 

(1988a, b) including formfeatures, precisionfeatures and materialfeatures. 
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Formfeatures are intended to achieve a given function or to modify the 

appearance of a part (Wang and Ozsoy, 1990, 1991). They describe portions of a part's 

nominal (or idealized) geometry (Shah and Mantyla, 1996), and can be attached to several 

features. Formfeatures also have several different definitions. In this research, the 

definition of a form feature by ISO 10303-48 standard (Dune, 1992, p. 78) was adopted: 

A form feature is to be a shape aspect that conforms to some preconceived pattem 
or stereotype, while a shape aspect is defined as a shape or a distinguishable 
portion of a shape. 

The shape aspect mentioned in the definition are specified as plane and cylinder 

surfaces in this research. 

Precisionfeatures, including tolerances and surface finish, describe additional 

geometric characteristics of the existing geometric model and form features of a part. 

They describe the final product design information so that CAM tools can select 

processes, machine tools, and tooling (Wu et al., 1992). 

Material features deal with material composition, treatment, condition, etc. 

Formfeatures and precisionfeatures are all closely related to the geometry of 

parts, and are hence called coUectively geomettic features (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

Current feature-based CAD systems mainly address geometric features, in particular, form 

features. Geometric features can also be classified, according to the intended application, 

into groups such as design features, manufacturing features, and inspection features, etc. 

2.2.1.3 Feature Attributes. Attributes are characteristics or properties of features. 

It can be set at any level from characterizing a feature, or a coUection of features, to 
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characterizing a whole part, or an assembly. Attributes may also record characteristics of 

relations among features or coUection of features. 

The attributes of features may include position, orientation, dimensions, shape, and 

size tolerances. Feature-feature relation attributes may have information about relative 

positioning, geometric constraints, and compatibility (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). Entity 

attributes for the individual entities to make up a feature could include surface finish or 

form tolerance. Entity-entity relations are adjacency and relative orientation (parallel/ 

perpendicular) (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

2.2.2 Feature Representation 

The primary goal in developing a representation scheme for features is to assure 

the following (Kang and Nnaji, 1993): 

• Geometric information or the boundary information of a part must be 

represented in the form of vertices, edges, loops, and faces and the 

relationships among them. This allows the process planner to extract, 

recognize, and manufacture the features. 

• Technological and other nongeometric information must be included in the 

CAD model. 

• A good modeler must be capable of translating its manufacturing data 

(including three-dimensional geometric and nongeometric data) into a neutral 

format for exchange purposes. 
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When people discuss features, usually form features are meant. Hence, feature 

representation sometimes can be considered as form feature representation. For the shape 

representation of form-features, no common agreement has been reached yet. Presently, 

most researchers seem to agree on a volume representation (sometimes in combination 

with a surface representation) for form-feature. CSG-based representations (van 

Emmerik, 1990), Brep-based representation (Wingard, 1991; Anderson etal., 1990; Pratt, 

1988), as weU as hybrid representations (Shah and Rogers, 1988b; Wang and Ozsoy, 

1991; Pratt, 1990; Roy and Liu, 1988) were advocated to represent form features. 

Wingard also concluded that, presently, most people favor a form-feature-based modeUng 

system using a hybrid CSG/Brep solid modeler (Wingard, 1991). Apart from the 

geometric representation, features can be represented in many ways, e.g., using attributes 

and mles (Anderson and Chang, 1990; Anderson et al., 1990), diverse forms of graphs 

(Joshi and Chang, 1988; BUlo et al., 1989), attributes (Dixon, Cunningham et al., 1987), 

and graph grammars (Fu and de Pennington, 1991). 

2.2.3 Feature Creation 

A feature modeling system must include facilities for creating feature models. The 

power and usabUity of these faciUties have a large impact on the overall usefulness of a 

feature-based system. 

Usually total feature-based model consists of two interrelated components: feature 

model and geometric model. The relationship of feature model and geometric model is 

shown in Figure 2.8. Geometric model contains a boundary representation, CSG, or other 
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Figure 2.8. Relationship between features and geometry (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

geometric representation of the object. Feature model contains the clustering information, 

featiu-e properties, relationships of interest, and other higher level data. 

The techniques of creating feature-based models can be divided into two main 

categories based on whether geometry is created from the features (GfF), or feamres are 

extracted from geometry (FfG). Traditionally the GfF methods are called design by 

features (shown in Figure 2.9 (a)), while FfG methods are callcá feature recognition 

(Shah and Mantyla, 1996). FfG may be performed by users, or it may be accompUshed 

automatically by means of computer algorithms. The former is labeled by human-assisted 

(interactive) feature recognition (Figure 2.9 (b)), while the latter is called automatic 

feature recognition (Figure 2.9 (c)) (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

2.2.3.1 Design bv Features. Design byfeatures provides a higher level interface 

for model constmction and a technique for ensuring a standard practice for design and 

component usage. Instead of requiring user to specify the primitives and Boolean 

operations necessary to create a known feamre in a model, design byfeatures performs 

the geometric constmction with a particular feature, and the defined features allow users 

to identify subsets of a pre-existing model as particular features in the same context as 
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Figure 2.9. Schematics of feature creation approaches 
(Redrawn from Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

FEATURE 
MODEL 

feamres which are created through design byfeatures. This feamre definition process is 

also performed in the context of CSG modeUng (Ostrowski, 1990). 

In all of the design byfeatures approaches, parts are created directly using features 

and the geometry is generated from the features. Design byfeatures has the advantage 

that it allows designers to transfer to the model not only the feamres but also their 
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dimensioning and tolerancing scheme, which encodes, to some extent, also the design 

intent. It further allows designers to create the part faster and more conveniently, and to 

make changes rapidly by taking advantage of associative information. 

Many variations oídesign byfeatures systems are available, some restrict users to 

a set of pre-defined, hard-coded features, while others allow users to define their own 

features. Some of these systems do not afford the same level of functionality to user-

defined features as those of the vendor-defined features. In some systems, features are 

just constmction macros (procedures), whUe they are variational geometry in others. 

2.2.3.2 Feature Recognition. Feature Recognition in a CAD model is one of the 

most important things for CAPP. It is useful to recognize when plans can be adapted from 

previous parts, especiaUy for reducing computation during replanning. Also, it is always 

worthwhile for the designer, when contemplating a new design, to consult previous 

designs with similar attributes. Secondly, features are sometimes created as a side-effect 

of other operations. 

Feamre recognition may include the foUowing specific tasks (Shah and Mantyla, 

1996): 

(1) Searching the geometric model to match topological and geometric pattems; 

(2) Extracting recognized features from the geometric model (i.e., removing the 

portion of the model associated with the recognized feature); 

(3) Determining feature parameters (hole diameter, pocket depth, etc); 

(4) Completing the feature geometry (edge/face growing, closure, etc); 

(5) Combining simple features to get higher-level features. 
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Both volume-based methods and boundary-based methods were considered as 

mamre ways for feature recognition (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). Boundary-based methods 

find sets of faces to satisfy the conditions for each feature. These faces may bound a 

closed volume, or be open; the faces may be contiguous or not. Volume-based methods 

deal only with closed volumes; as features are complete (closed), contiguous volumes. 

Several significant research findings on feamre recognition include: 

• Adopting a three-dimensional boundary type model and define the features in 

terms of facts (Henderson, 1984) or pattems (Kyprianou, 1980; Gossard and 

Hirschtick, 1986), utilizing production mles for the recognition. 

• Recognizing the features defined interactively by users through a matching 

graph starting from a model that incorporates a dual representation: CSG tree 

and Brep (Gossard and Sakural, 1990). 

• Using three levels of abstraction for recognizing features (Finger and Safier 

1990). These three levels were: non-manifold solid modeler; PinUla's 

augmented topology graph represent; and manifold feamre representation. 

A productive approach is that using design byfeatures can avoid the problems of 

feature recognition (Wilson, 1982; Pratt, 1984; Moore, 1987). Essentially, feature 

provides a higher level description of a part than current systems provide. The modeling 

hierarchy goes wireframe, surfaces, Brep solids, CSG solids and then feamre modeUng. 

Therefore, feamre recognition and design byfeatures offer the best chance for the 

development of integrated design and manufacturing systems (WUson, 1987). 
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2.2.4 Feamre Taxonomies 

Although the number of feature classes and possible feamres is not finite, it is 

possible to categorize feature classes into famiUes that are relatively independent of the 

intended appUcation domain of the features (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

A major advantage of feamre taxonomies is the stmcmred way in which can be 

used to classify features. Another advantage arises from the notion of inherited by 

subclasses without expUcitly being repeated (Salomons et al., 1993). With feature 

taxonomy, universal feamre famiUes could be useful in developing product data exchange 

standards. 

There are many ways to classify features. Feamre taxonomies could be based on 

product categories, intended applications of features, or feature shapes, as indicated in 

Table 2.1 (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

A very elaborate feamre classification scheme was developed by John Deere for 

CAM-I (Butterfield et al, 1985). This scheme was developed for process planning, as 

evidenced by classification criteria like "comer access" and "intemal/external." At the 

highest level in this taxonomy, form features are classified into rotational, non-rotational, 

and sheet categories. Portions of that taxonomy for non-rotational form features are 

shown in Figure 2.10. Feamres are either volumettic (depressions/protmsions) or 

surfaces. Volumetric features are classified further on the basis of volume addition or 

subtraction, which results in depressions or protmsions. Using this taxonomy it is easy to 

demonstrate that a number of specific feamres may be represented by many, if not all, 

feature classes. 
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Table 2.1. Typical criteria for classifying shape feamres. 
Product Type AppUcations Shape 
Sheet metal features 
Composite panel feamre 
Machined features 
Injection molding features 

Design 
Finite Element Analysis 
Process Planning 
Inspection 

Prismatic 
Rotational 
Hat 
Uniform Cross section 

(^NONROTATIONAL FEATURES ) 

Figure 2.10. Feature Taxonomy (Redrawn from Shah and Mantyla, 1996). 

2.2.5 Feature Validation 

When features are created, modified, or deleted, one needs to determine if the 

operation and the result are valid. Features are invalid in any of the conditions declared if 

the generic definitions are violated. Such conditions may be based on size Umits, shape. 
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location, or orientation. Therefore, it is possible that some operations may result in valid 

(physically realizable) soUds but stiU produce invalid features. 

Feature models carry design intent, function, and meaning of the geometry. 

Hence, all these aspects may be important for feature vaUdation. A feature validity may 

include the foUowing (Shah and Mantyla, 1996): 

• Determining the compatibility of adjacent feamres, neighbors, and geometric 

entity type on which a feamre is defined. 

• Dimension limits are restrictions on size parameters of a feamre specified in 

order to maintain certain engineering meaning. 

• Location Umits are restrictions on the position and orientation parameters of 

feamres. 

• Interaction validation are intersections of feature boundaries with those of 

other features such that either the shape or the semantics of a feature are 

altered from the standard or generic definition. Note that interaction may not 

necessarily be invalid - it may even be a useful relation. 

2.2.6 Feature-Based Design in CAPP 

Process planning is to convert the design information into process documentation 

using a generative approach based on individual feature (Chang and Wysk, 1985). A great 

deal of work focused on computer-aided process planning; and all process planners, 

explicitly or implicitly, use features of parts (Cutkosky et al., 1988). 
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In the early process planning systems, Group Technology (GT) codes were used to 

describe designs in terms of geometric and manufacturing feamres. Unfortunately, such 

codes tended to emphasize either geometric or manufacmring features with the result that 

they were good for design rettieval or for manufacmring planning but not for both 

(Eckert, 1984). The other drawbacks of conventional GT codes also exist: tedious data 

entry, difficulties in matching partial codes, ambiguity to find unrelated parts when the 

code is short, or overspeciaUzation to find nothing when the code is long (Cutkosky et al., 

1988). As a result, GT codes have been replaced in generative process planners by feamre 

descriptions of part (Descotte and Latombe, 1985; Chang and Wysk, 1985; Berenji and 

Khoshnevis, 1986; Lim and Knight, 1987; Ferreira et aL, 1986). Thus, a system lUce 

GARI (Descotte and Latombe, 1985) or AIFIX (Ferreira et al., 1986) includes features 

(e.g., "pocket," "profile") and relational statements such as "is-aside-of: ()" or "(opens-

into &X &y)" were developed (Chang and Wysk, 1985). 

2.3 The Graph-Matrix Approach to Semp Planning 

One of the main purpose of this research is to develop an interface with CAD 

model and extract the product data requh-ed by the Setup Planning Program (Huang, 

1995) directly from CAD representation. Therefore, the graph-matiix approach to setup 

planning and the Semp Planning Program (Huang, 1995) is simply introduced in this 

section. For detailed information, reader may refer to Huang's research (1995). 
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2.3.1 Graph Representation of the Setup Planning 

Setup Planning is a complex problem. For a simple example part shown in Figure 

2.10, there are 2(f )(i) = 12 altemate semp plans (Table 2.2). Given the design tolerance 

requirements, some of the semp plans are appropriate and one of them should be selected 

to ensure the resultant part dimensions. The purpose of setup planning is to select such a 

setup plan to faciUtate tolerance control. To solve the semp planning problem effectively, 

a graph-matrix approach was developed by Huang (1995). The task of setup planning is 

divided into three steps: (1) setup formation, (2) datum selection, and (3) setup 

sequencing. 

2.3.1.1 Setup Formation. The first step in semp planning is to group features of a 

part into semps, namely, setup formation. An important factor in determining semps is 

tool approach direction of a feature, which is an unobstmcted path that a tool can take to 

access the feamre (Chang, 1990). Features with the same tool approach direction can be 

grouped into one semp. A feature may have more than one tool approach direction and 

hence can be grouped into different semps. The feature might have tolerance relationships 

with another feature which has only one tool approach direction. If these two features 

share a common tool approach direction, then they should be grouped into the same setup 

so that setup method I is applied to assure the tolerance. This is the purpose of setup 

formation (Huang, 1995). 

The problem of setup formation can be represented using the language of graph 

(Huang, 1995). The features within a part and their relationships (in terms of tool 
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Table 2.2. Setup methods for the part shown in Figure 2.10 (Modified from Huang, 1995). 
Setup Plan Method 

1 Machine features E, G, and I using feature A as a setup datum and then 
machine feamres A and C using feature E as a semp datum 

2 Machine feamres A and C using feature E as a semp datum and then 
machine features E, G, and I using feature A as a setup datum 

3 Machine features E, G, and I using feature A as a setup datum and then 
machine feamres A and C using feature G as a setup datum 

4 Machine feamres A and C using feature G as a semp datum and then 
machine features E, G, and I using feature A as a setup datum 

6 Machine features A and C using feature I as a semp datum and then machine 
features E, G, and I using feature A as a setup datum 

7 Machine features E, G, and I using feamre C as a setup datum and then 
machine feamres A and C using feature E as a semp datum 

8 Machine feamres A and C using feature E as a semp datum and then 
machme features E, G, and I using feature C as a setup datum 

9 Machine features E, G, and I using feamre C as a setup datum and then 
machine feamres A and C using feature G as a setup datum 

10 Machine feamres A and C using feamre G as a semp datum and then 
machine features E, G, and I using feature C as a setup datum 

11 Machine features E, G, and I using feature C as a setup datum and then 
machine feamres A and C using feature G as a setup datum 

12 Machine features A and C using feature I as a semp datum and then machine 
features E, G, and I using feature C as a semp datum 
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Figure 2.11. The complex problem of semp planning (Redrawn from Huang, 1995). 

approach direction) can be represented as a feature relationship graph Go = {V, E). The 

feature relationship graph consists of a number of complete subgraphs. Each complete 

subgraph represents a setup. The vertices within a complete subgraph represent the 

features to be machined in the setup. The purpose of setup formation is to find these 

subgraph. For more information about the setup formation, readers may refer to Huang 

(1995). 

2.3.1.2 Datum Se ection and Setup Sequencing. After the setup has been formed, 

setup datums need to be selected and the sequence of the setups needs to be decided. The 

concems at this stage are those dimensions that cannot be obtained using setup I. The 
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primary purpose is to make sure that the dimension with the tightest tolerance is obtained 

using setup 11. The secondary purpose is to sequence the setups so that setup II is applied 

to obtain as many dimensions with specified tolerances as possible. Datum selection and 

setup sequencing are both based on the datum graph (Huang, 1995). 

2.3.2 The Implementation of the Setup Planning 

The Setup Planning Program has been implemented using C/C-i~i- under the 

Microsoft Windows environment. It can generate setup plans for both rotational and 

prismatic parts based on tolerance analysis. 

To obtain a setup plan for a part, a part data file must be read. The file format for 

rotational parts is as foUows: 

SH_PART_R (header) 

n (number of feamre) 

E] E2 ... En (feature type of each feature) 

Aj A2 ... An (tool approach direction of each feature) 

S] S2 ... Sn (existence of each feature on the stock) 

tji tj2 ... tjn (tolerance matrix) 

Í27 t22 ..• Í2n 

tnl tn2 '" ^n 
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A setup plan for the example parts shown in Figure 2.11 is generated using the 

Setup Planning Program. The results include the user interface, part drawing, and input 

and output files. 

The graph-matrix approach is a mathematical approach and is the first step 

towards buUding a scientifically rigorous base for CAPP research. The semp planning 

algorithm based on it is both efficient and effective. However, the setup planning program 

stUl needs to be improved since the program does not have an interface with CAD models. 

The part data fUe needs to be manually edited, which is very tedious, especially when the 

part is complex. It would be helpful to develop an interface with CAD models so that the 

part data fUe required by the setup planning program can be obtained directly from CAD 

representation. 
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CHAPTER ni 

DATA STRUCTURES OF THE PRO/ENGINEER EXPORT FILES 

Preparation of product data for CAPP is an important yet difficult task from both 

practical and research perspectives. A wide variety of methods and procedures have been 

proposed and many of them were unsuccessful because of lack of consistency or generality 

(Qiao et al., 1993). As CAD systems gained popularity and acceptabiUty, people began to 

pay attention to extracting product data directly or indirectly from a CAD data base. 

In order to obtain the product data file requU:ed by the setup planning program 

(Huang, 1995), Pro/ENGINEER was used to model three-dimensional parts in this 

research. The product data information can be exûracted from the export files of 

Pro/ENGINEER. 

3.1 Modeling with Pro/ENGINEER 

Pro/ENGINEER represents soUd models as combinations of engineering features. 

These features generaUy faU into one of the foUowing categories: (1) Base Features, (2) 

Sketched Features, (3) Referenced Features, and (4) Datum Features. 

A base feature may be either a sketched feature or damm plane(s) referencing the 

default coordinate system. Figure 3.1 shows three base features: default datum planes, 

coordinate system, and sketched protmsion. The base features become the root feature 

because all future model geometry wiU reference this feamre directly or indirectly (PTC, 

1995). Changing the base feamre wUl affect the geometry of the entire model. 
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Default Sketched 
Datum Planes and Coordinate System Protrusion 

Figure 3.1. The base features in Pro/ENGINEER. 

Sketched features, in general, are created by extmding, revolving, blending, or 

sweeping a sketched cross section. Material may be added or removed by protmding or 

cutting the featiure from the exiting model. 

Referenced features reference existing geometry and employ an inherent form; they 

do not need to be sketched. Some examples of referenced features are rounds, drilled 

holes, and shells. 

Datum features, such as planes, axes, curves, and points, are generally used to 

provide sketching planes and contour references for sketched and referenced features. 

Datum features do not have physical volume or mass, and may be visuaUy hidden without 

affecting soUd geomeoy. 

Usually, a good design starts from a new part by creating a set of default datum 

planes and a default datum coordinate system. These datum planes represent three 

orthogonal planes that wiU be used for sketching, view orientation, and dimensioning. 

These datum planes offer quite a few advantages: 
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• ControlUng the orientation of the fh-st feature, 

• Aligning and specifying dimensions, 

• Minimizing feamre dependencies, 

• Creating saved views. 

Since soUd modeUng in Pro/ENGINEER is a cumulative process, certain feamres 

must, by necessity, precede others. Those foUowing ones must rely on previously defined 

features for dimensional and geometrical references. The relationships between feamres 

and those that reference them are termed parent-child relationships. Because children 

reference parents, feamres can exist without children, but children cannot exist without 

their parents. The parent-chUd hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.2. 

The parent-child relationship is one of the most powerful aspects of 

Pro/ENGINEER. When a parent feature is modified, its chUdren are automatically revised 

to reflect the changes in the parent feature's geometry. Therefore, it is essential to 

reference feamre dimensions so that design modifications are correctly propagated 

through the model. 

3.2 Exporting File from Pro/ENGINEER 

There are several export files in Pro/ENGINEER, such as PLS fUes, IGES fUes, 

NEUTRAL fUes, PDES/STEP files, etc However, lUce most other CAD systems, not all 

the files include the part information entirely; some of them also lack generality. 

Therefore, the first step is to find the most appropriate file that can be used to extract 
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Figure 3.2 The parent-child hierarchy in Pro/ENGINEER 

product information. Three criteria are used to judge the exported files. 

• The file must contain both geometric and product data completely. 

• No ambiguous abstraction exists in the file. 

• The fUe is easy to read both by people and computer. 

3.2.1 PLSFile 

A PLS file is considered fu-st because it is more succinct comparing to the others. 

Precisely, PLS file does not belong to export files; it is a listing of major design steps and 

parameters of a part in Pro/ENGINEER. A PLS fUe yields while design is made. This 

model design listing can be edited to work as a "program" (PTC, 1995). The conceptual 

stmcture of a PLS file is shown in Figure 3.3. It can be seen from Figure 3.3 that PLS file 

can describe the design step and parent-chUd relationship of a part simply. With PLS files, 

features of a part can be identified. 
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Figure 3.3 The conceptual stmcture of PLS file 

However, several fatal drawbacks exist in the PLS file. 

• The feamre concept in Pro/ENGINEER is the "chunks" of solid material which 

constmcted the model. Adding feamres is actuaUy the material volume to be 

added or removed by protmding or cutting the feature from the existing model. 

PLS fUe describe these features clearly, but the relationship of surfaces, which 

carries important information for semp planning, cannot be fmd. 

• Although dimensions of every feature have been identified in the PLS file, 

the surfaces related to the dimension were not given. Hence, the part with the 

same geometry but different notation of dimensions (shown in Figure 3.4 (a) 

and (b)) might have Uie same PLS file. 

• Under certam ckcumstance, even the parts with different geometry may have 

the same PLS fUe (the parts are shown in Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.4 One part with different notation of dimension 
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Figure 3.5 Two different parts which have the same PLS file 

3.2.2 IGES File 

The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) is used to transfer graphic and 

textual information between computer systems. The geometry data of Pro/ENGINEER 

part consist of: 

• Three-dimensional wireframe curves. 
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• Geometric surfaces, 

• Bounded planes. 

This geometry is formatted for output as 3D curve entities and surface entities 

which may reference auxiliary curves. Surfaces and three-dimensional curves are used to 

describe physical part geometry. Some entities may also refer to IGES transformation 

matrix entities which define their position in space. 

IGES is in regular use throughout the CAD/CAM user community. Most 

production information exchange between CAE and CAM applications relies on IGES as 

geometry information standard. However, as with any new technology, it does have its 

weaker side, and the extensions from graphics into application areas has tended to 

accentuate these. The major problems are related to the bulk of an IGES fUe and the 

processing time required to write or read a fUe (Wilson et al., 1985). There are also 

additional deficiencies in that, as yet, tiiere are not enough generic capabUities for 

transferring all the requU-ed data without resorting to user-defined entities. Moreover, 

experience has shown that some of the IGES geometry forms are numericaUy unstable 

(Wilson, 1988c). Witíiin IGES, attempts have been made to rectify some of these 

deficiencies. For example, IGES 3.0 provides a specification for a compressed file format 

that wUl at least have the fUe size. Simple translators wUl be available to convert between 

the normal and compressed files so that current IGES processors wiU stiU be appUcable. 
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3.2.3 A PDES/STEP-Based Product Data File 

Standard for Exchange of Product data (STEP) DIS/ISO 10303, is an emerging 

intemational standard. STEP includes representation of product data and the mechanisms 

necessary for the exchange of product data. Product Data Exchange using STEP (PDES) 

is the US effort, administered through IGES/PDES Organization (IPO), in support of the 

development and deployment of STEP. 

PDES/STEP is an intemational product data standard (Carver and Bloom, 1991) 

that uses a high-level, feature-based and object-oriented approach to specify products (Wu 

et al., 1992). The PDES architecture has three layers: reference model, formal defmition 

language, and physical communication stmcmre (NIST, 1988). The reference model 

includes the following (a) nominal shape information that contains geometry, soUds, and 

topology; (b) form features; (c) precision features, such as surface textiu-e and tolerances; 

(d) materials; and (e) other types of product information that are necessary to completely 

define parts and part assemblies for design, analysis, manufacmring, test, inspection, and 

product support (Smith, 1989; Ssemakula and Satsang, 1990). 

PDES/STEP is a neutral product model data exchange mechanism that is capable 

of representing product definition data throughout the life cycle of a product (Qiao et al., 

1993). It provides and avenue for computer-aided engineering applications to exchange 

data between CAD/CAM/CAE/CIM systems. 
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3.2.4 Neutral Fi e 

Neutral fUe is a formatted text file containing information about parts and 

assemblies created on the Pro/ENGINEER system. The feamre based design of the part is 

retained by providing topology, geometry, symbolic parameters and their corresponding 

values (PTCl, 1994). Part geometry data is formatted so that it can be easily read by 

other software systems and used in a wide variety of applications. 

A neutral file contains information about parts and assembUes which is not support 

by IGES, such as attributes. With a neutral file, a user can access this information and use 

it to create interfaces with other programs. 

3.2.4.1 Format of Neutral File. A neutral fUe wiU have the foUowing (PTCl, 

1994): 

1. A neutral file consist of lines of ASCII text. 

2. A Une in a neutral fUe beginning with the character '#' is a comment. 

3. AU other lines in a neutral file are of the form: 
<level> <field> <value> 
where: 
<level> is an integer 
<field> is a name 
<value> is a stting which may be present 

4. A <field> must be one of the foUowing: 
a. The name of a simple data type (integer, string, real, etc) 
b. The name of an array 
c The name of a sttaicture 
d. The name of a pointer to a stmcture 

5. AU the fields on a particular level belong to the same parent. 
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6. When <value> is present at a certain <level> and begins with the character '[ ' , 

or consists of a series of digits separated by conmias, it indicates that <field> 

is an array of dimension [n]([m]...). The array element values are contained 

on the lines <level-i-l> up to the next line starting with <level> again. For one-

dimensional arrays there is only one line at the higher level, whose <value> is 

a string of element values separated by commas. The notation "n*m" 

indicates the foUowing 'n' elements each has the value 'm'. 

7. When <value> is present at a certain <level> (and is not the string "->"), then 

this is the value to be assigned to <field>. 

8. When <value> is absent at a certain <level>, this indicates that <field> is a 

stmcture. Immediate elements of the aggregate are contained on lines 

<level-i-l> up to next line starting with <level> again. 

9. A special case is the line whose <field> is the string "ugc_xar_len" indicating 

that the next Une begins the description of an array of length <value>. 

10. When <value> is the string "->" this indicates that <field> is a pointer to an 

aggregate whose elements foUow. 

11. The special <value> string "NULL" indicates that the <field> is a pointer 

whose value is nuU. 

3.2.4.2 Part Neutral File. Part neutt-al files include the feature and geometty data 

for one part only. Each part neutral file wUl contain one part entity, one or more feature 

entities, and as many surface and edge entities as are needed to describe the part 
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geometry. A part neuttal file may also contain other entities such as associated text files 

and mass properties. The stmcture of a part neuti-al file is shown in Figure 3.6. 

In neuttal file, the surfaces which constimte features are named trimmed surfaces. 

The trimmed surface stmcture contains data which describes the boundary of the surface 

and the primitive surface that it is on. The primitive surface is a three-dimensional 

geometric surface parameterized by two variables (u and v). The tiimmed surface 

boimdary consists of closed loops (contours) of edges. Edges exist as separate entities in 

the neutral file. Each edge is attached to two surfaces, and each edge contains the u and v 

values of the portion of the boundary which it forms in both surfaces. Surface boundaries 

are traversed clockwise around the outside of a surface, so an edge has a direction in each 

surface with respect to the direction of traversal. 

Both uv and xyz values shown in Figure 3.6 have minimum and maximum values. 

xyz_min[3] are the minimum values of a box enclosing the surface, while xyz_max[3] are 

the maximum values of the rectangular box. 

In onier to obtam the product data required by the setup planning, three entities 

should be considered in the neutral file: dimensions, tiimmed surfaces, and geometiic 

tolerances. The methods how to exti-act the product data from a given neuti-al file is 

discussed in the next section. 

3.3 The Characteristics of the Export FUes 

Feature-based systems are requU-ed to work witii other systems and appUcation 

programs; or should provide product data for CAPP systems. Therefore, it is necessary to 
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be able to exchange feature data between the various systems and applications. AU the 

four exported files of Pro/ENGINEER mentioned in Section 3.2 can be used to ttansfer 

product data in some extent but they still have some shortcomings. In tiiese four exported 

files, IGES fUe and PDES/STEP fUe are two standards, while PLS file and neuttal file only 

belong to Pro/ENGINEER. 

The PLS fUe is simple but different parts may have the same PLS file sometimes 

(Figure 3.5). Although it has been used to evaluate the process planning cost of the part 

(Kuo, 1994), in which only the volume of the removed material needs to be considered, 

PLS file cannot provide all the product data needed by the Setup Planning Program. 

The IGES file is used for data exchange for several years. Dong (1992) also 

developed an interface to retrieve and update dimension and tolerance information through 

IGES data format. However, IGES either does not convey all product characteristics or 

loses some product characteristics in the product information exchange process (Wu et 

al., 1992). IGES contains only graphic data, whereas CAPP requires product data. Using 

IGES faces the same problem as using a CAD system without generality. Moreover, 

IGES file is easy for computer but not for human to read and write. 

When PDES/STEP is developed, it was intended to be informational complete for 

aU engineering appUcations and to be interpretable by engineering appUcations. It has 

been accepted as an intemational standard. Despite its uncertain fumre, PDES/STEP 

provides an insight into the stmcture and contents of feature models, independent of 

domain and modeler type. Ideally, STEP files should be used in this research, but tiiere is 

no Pro/STEP-Interface™ module avaUable in our system, STEP file tiierefore is not 
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adopted for exttacting product information in this research. Neuttal files which is similar 

to STEP files are considered. 

Comparing to IGES file, neuttal file has several advantages: 

• Neuti-al file uses a high-level, feature-based and object-oriented approach to 

specify product which can represent boundary, conditions, tolerances, and so 

on. It is more similar to STEP file. 

• Neuttal fUe is easier to read than IGES file both for humans and computers. 

• Neuttal file include all the product data needed by CAPP, although tiie 

tolerance information is not exact. 

Neutral file includes the attributes of dimensional tolerances and geometric 

tolerances, but the related surfaces of the tolerance are not described. Therefore, some 

confusing cases wiU occur when the model is created. This is also a weakness of neuttal 

file and wiU be modified in this research. 

Although neuttal file is not the most ideal CAD data fUe, compare to other 

Pro/ENGINEER's exported files, it still can be considered as a useful product fUe from 

which product data could be exttacted for the setup planning program. 
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CHAPTERIV 

FEATURE RECOGNTriON AND PRODUCT DATA TRANSLATTON 

Automation of process planning requkes that product data is exti-actable from the 

product model automatically. However, CAD product representations in product-

modelers usually differ from the type of information required in CAPP (Salomons, 1993). 

Feature recognition now has been considered as the most common approach to exttact 

product data for CAPP from CAD models. 

Feamre recognition is typically thought of as a process that is performed on a 

geometric model of a finished part. For different appUcations, the methods of feamre 

recognition may be different. For example, application such as fixture planning do most of 

their reasoning on the basis of surfaces; also setup planning for mming and face mUIing 

generaUy requfres surface features (Shah and Mantyla, 1996). In this research, surface 

features are recognized from the part model of Pro/ENGINEER, since the exttacted 

product data here should have the same format as the input data file in the Setup Planning 

Program. An object-oriented approach - Product Data Translator (PDT) is developed to 

extract the product data. 

4.1 The Sti-ucture of the Product Data Translator (PDT) 

Although it is suitable for humans to understand the neuttal file, to realize the 

integration of CAD/CAPP, a program is stUl needed to recognize features and exttact the 

product data from the neuttal file automatically. The Product Data Translator (PDT) is 
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implemented by using Boriand C-i~i- 3.1 under the MS-DOS environment. PDT can read a 

neutral file and output the product data which is formatted as the one in the Setup 

Planning Program. 

The tasks of PDT can be divided into two parts: (1) Form Feature Recognition 

from geometric data, which can obtain the tool approach directions of the models, and (2) 

Precision Feature Recognition, which can exttact the tolerance information and obtained a 

tolerance matiix. The stiucture of PDT is shown in Figure 4.1. The program to 

implement PDT is shown in Appendix A. 

4.2 Assumption of PDT 

In order to develop the algorithm of PDT, the foUowing assumptions are made: 

(1) Only rotational parts are considered. 

(2) AU the cylindrical features must be on the axis (see Figure 4.2). 

(3) The part is to be machined on an NC lathe. 

(4) The part is to be set up on the lathe using a three-jaw chuck. 

(5) Secondary features such as keyways, chamfers, grooves, and threads are not 

considered (see Figure 4.2). 

(6) AU tiie features of the part are to be machined. 

(7) Different types of tolerances are of equal importance. 

(8) The axis of the rotation part is along witii the direction of X, Y, or Z axis. 
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Figure 4.1. The stmcture of PDT. 
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Figure 4.2. The features that are not considered in PDT. 
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4.3 Form Feature Recognition by PDT 

Usually, tiie output data fUes of CAD systems include some information tiiat is 

unavailable for the design process and downstteam applicattons due to the non-

standardization property. Therefore, exttacting tiie available information based on the 

application protocol is a goal of the integration stmcture of product data exchange. 

The geometry and topology of a part in a neuttal file is represented clearly and 

completely. As shown in Figure 3.6, tiie entities - features, surfaces, and edges -

describe the geometry and topology of a part. In the semp planning approach developed 

by Huang, only the surfaces is considered as an important fact. Therefore, form feamre 

are specified as surfaces in this research which include planar surfaces and cyUndrical 

surfaces. The geometric shape of a part can be recognized from the surface entity of a 

neutral file. Feature entity and edge entity are not important in this research, thus they are 

not analyzed. Table 4.1 shows part of a neuttal file describing two kind of surfaces: plane 

and cylindrical surface. AU the geometric information can be exttacted from this part of a 

neutral fUe. 

In order to recognize the form feamre, an object-oriented class ~ surfaces class is 

developed. The surfaces class provides all the required geomettic and topological 

information which is exttacted from the neuttal fUe. Another class, named twoDsurfaces 

is also constmcted because rotational parts are axial symmetry and they can be simpUfied 

to two-dimensional variables. The descriptions of these two classes are shown in Figure 

4.3. 
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Table 4.1. Part of a neuttal file describing surfaces. 
Planar Surface 

2 surfaces 
3 i d l2 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min2*-15. 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max2*15. 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_minO.,2*-15. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_maxO.,2*15, 
3 orient -1 
3 loops [1] 
4 loops 
5 edgejds [2] 
6 edge_ids 63,64 
3 surface_type 34 
3 surface (plane) -> 
4 el [3] 
5 elO.,-1.,0. 
4 e2 [3] 
5 e2 2*0.,-1. 
4 e3 [3] 
5 e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 3*0. 

Cylindrical Surface 

2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
3 
3 
4 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 

surfaces 
id l8 
uv_min [2] 
uv_min 0.,15. 
uv_max [2] 
uv_max 3.141592653589793,24.000000000000007 
xyz_min [3] 
xyz_min 15.,2*20. 
xyz_max [3] 
xyz_max 24.000000000000007,20.,0. 
orient-1 
loops [1] 
loops 
edgejds [2] 
edgejds 112,115,65,114 
surfacejype 36 
surface (cylinder) -> 
el[3] 
el 0.,-l.,0. 
e2[3] 
e2 2*0.,-l. 
e3[3] 
e3 l.,2*0. 
origin [3] 
origin 3*0. 

In a neuti-al file, the shape and size of a surface and its position relationship with 

otiier surfaces are decided by its absolute Cartesian coordinate. The surfaces are all the 

tiimmed surfaces which are named faces in topology. Therefore, by considering the values 

of minUnum and maximum x, y, z and the surface type, the geometiic and topological 

information can be obtained. The flowchart of the Form Feature Recognition process 

shown in Figure 4.2 is given in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.3. The surfaces and twoDsurfaces classes description. 
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Figure 4.4. The flowchart of the Form Feature Recognition. 

When a neutral fUe is read, surfaces IDs, minimum and maximum values of X, Y, 

and Z, and surface types are found by Geometiy Recognition. Then, these data are 

converted and fUtered by Coordinate Transfer, CyUndrical Feature Recognition, and 3D to 
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2D Transferring to get a 2D data of a part. Using these filtered data, a 2D drawing can be 

made by 2D Graphics, the extemal and intemal surfaces of the part can be decided by the 

Intemal and Extemal Feature Recognition. Finally, from the recognized shape of the part, 

the tool approach dkection can be determined by the Tool Approach Determination. The 

algorithms of every step of the Form Feature Recognition wiU be discussed m the 

foUowing sections. 

4.3.1 Geometry Recognition 

Usually, the neuttal file of a part is over twenty pages or more, but the required 

data for geometry is only related to the siuface entity. Even in the surface entity (Table 

4.1), only the siuface IDs, the values of X, Y, Z, and the surface type are necessary. 

Therefore, Geometry Recognition is the first step of Form Feature Recognition and its 

purpose is to find these information from a given neuttal file and store them into the 

surfaces class. 

Geometry Recognition is implemented by the function GetFileLine() and the 

memt)er function GetValue() of the surfaces class. The algorithm for Geometry 

Recognition is given as foUows (the format of the neuttal file is referred as Table 4.1): 

hQt n = 0 

WhUe the neutral file exist 

Read the file line by line 

If the line include the string "surfaces" 

Read next line and get the surface id 
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Let idNum equal to the number of the surface id 

Read tiie fUe line by Une to get min_XYZ 

Let minDim equal to the Une of min_XYZ 

Skip tiie title min_XYZ and 

Let sMinX equal to minimumX, sMinY equal to minimum Y, sMinZ 

equal to minimum Z 

Use tiie same way to get max_XYZ 

If the line include the stiing "surface_type" 

If surface type is 34 

Let sType equal to plane 

Elseif surface type is 36 

Let sType equal to cyUnder 

Else 

break 

Put all the values into surfaces class, Surface[rt].GetValue() 

Let n = n + 1 

End function GetFileLine() 

In the member function GetValue() of surfaces class, surface id numbers are 

converted from strings to integers, and the values of X, Y, Z are converted from strings to 

float numbers. 
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4.3.2 Coordinate Transfer 

By Geomett^ Recognition, tiie minimum and maximum values of X, Y, Z can be 

found. According to these data, it cannot recognize tiie geometty of a part easily because 

different people may have different way to create a part and the axis of the rotational part 

is not absolute. This wiU increase tiie complex and difficulty of the program and lead to 

the recognizing errors. Therefore, it is necessary to standardize the X, Y, Z values fu-st. 

Suppose a standard part has three conditions: 

• The coordinate system is tiie default coordinate system of Pro/ENGINEER. 

• The axis of the part is coincident with X axis. 

• The X value of the left plane of the part is equal to 0. 

Coordinate Transfer is used to ttansform aU the cylinders whose axes are paraUel 

to Y or Z axis to those whose axes are parallel to X axis. The standard part and several 

non-standard parts are shown in Figure 4.5. 

In a neuttal fUe, if a part's axis is parallel to any one of X, Y, or Z axis, the 

minimum and maximum coordinate values for a given plane of the part in that axis wiU be 

the same. For example, for the plane 1 of the part in Figure 4.6, minX = maxX = 0. This 

characteristic can be used to find out the direction of a part. 

Coordinate Transfer is implemented by the function ChangePartDirection() in the 

program. Its algorithm is as foUows: 

For i = Oton 

Find a plane surface[/] 
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Figure 4.5. Standard and non-standard parts. 

Let a = i 

If surface[a]'s minimumY is equal to maximumY 

Let X equal to Y (convert the part direction from Y to X dkection) 

If surface[a] 's minimumZ is equal to maximumZ 

Convert the part direction from Z to X direction 

End function ChangePartDirection(). 

After Coordinate Transfer, all the part are converted to the X axis direction. 
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4.3.3 Cylindrical Feature Recognition 

A cylinder consists of four surfaces in a neuttal file. There are two plane surfaces 

and two half cylindrical surfaces (see Figure 4.6). These two cyUndrical surfaces are axial 

symmetry and may be the upper and lower cylindrical surfaces (Figure 4.6a) or right and 

left cylindrical surfaces (Figure 4.6b). However, in the setup planning program, the 

cylindrical surface is the combination of two half ones. Hence, one of the cylindrical 

surface should be filtered. The remainding cyUndrical surface may be the upper, lower, 

right, or left one. 

For any two cylindrical surfaces, as shown in Figure 4.6, if they are axial 

synmietry, their minimumX and maximumX are equal, respectively, and one of surface's 

minimumY is equal to another one's maximumY, or maximumY is equal to another one's 

minimumY (suppose that the direction change has been done). 

The algorithm of Cylindrical Feamre Recognition is as foUows: 

If the surface[/] is plane 

Put the surface[i]'s variables into a new object ~ newSurface 

Else 

If the surface[/] is cylmder 

If the surface[iTs minX is equal to surface[/]'s minX and surface[í]'s maxX 

is equal to surface[/]'s maxX 

And if surface[/]'s minY = surface^/Ts maxY or surface[i]'s maxY = 

surface[/]'s mmy 

Put the surface[/]'s variables into newSurface of the surfaces class 
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Left plane Y 
min_XYZ 0,-25,-25 t 
max_XVZ0,25,25 .^^^^^^ 

Upper cylindrical surface 
min_XYZ 0,0,-25 
max_XYZ 0,25.25 

Right cylindrical surface 
Y min_XYZ 0,-25,-25 
T I max_XYZ 0,25,0 

^Right plane 
^min_XYZ 60,-25,-25 
^max_XYZ 60,25,25 

Leftplane {0,25,0) 

(0.0,25) 

Z^ 

Lower cylindrical surface 
min_XYZ 60,-25,-25 
max_XYZ 60,0,25 

(a) The cylindrical surface consist of upper 
and lower half cylindrical surfaces 

Right Plane 

Left cylindrical surface 
min_XYZ 60,-25,0 
max_XYZ 60,25,25 

(b) The cylindrical surface consist of 
right and left half cylindrical surfaces 

Figure 4.6. Description of tiie surfaces of a rotational part. 

End of function CyUnFilter(). 

For a simple cylinder, its surfaces consist of two planar surfaces and one cylindrical 

surface. 

4.3.4 3D to 2D Transfer and 2D Graphic 

AU the rotational parts are axial symmeti*y. Thus, their geometric parameters can 

be simplified to two-dimensional parameters. In this step, the part also needs to move to 

become a standard part (Figure 4.5 (a)), in which the axis of the part is coincident with the 

default X axis and the left plane is coincident with the origin (Figure 4.7). Since the 

cylinder is X axial symmetry now, the shape of the cyUnder can be recognized from the 

upper half of the drawing (the solid line part shown in Figure 4.7). In Figure 4.7, the lines 

which are perpendicular to the center line represent the planar surface, and the lines which 
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are parallel to the center line represent the cylindrical surface. The minimum X, Y and 

maximum X, Y are converted to {Xo, Yo) and {Xj, Yj) to represent the position of the 

Left Plane 

Center line 
(0,0)' 

T 
cc 

i 

Planar surface Cylindrical surface 
(Xo=X,) {Yo=Y,) 

(Xo, Y,) 

- • X 

L _ _ _ 

(x^ y,) (x„ y,) 

{X(,Y^ 

Figure 4.7. The X axial symmetry part. 

surfaces. Therefore, the Yo value of all tiie surfaces is equal to or larger than zero. This 

make it easy to detennine the tool approach. 

The converted parameters then are put into a new class ~ twoDsurfaces. The 3D 

to 2D Transferring is implemented by tiie function GetTwoDInfo(). 

In order to check the correction of all the geometiic information obtained from a 

neuttal fUe, a 2D drawing is made by tiie function Graphic(). The algorithms of these two 

functions are as foUows: 

If a surface is a plane 

Let minXX equal to the surface's minX, and minYY equal to 0 

Let maxXX equal to the surface's maxX, and maxYY equal to 

(the surface's maxY - the surface's minY) / 2 

Put all of the parameters of the surface into the twoDsurfaces class 
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If a surface is a cylinder 

Let minYY equal to the surface's mwcY minus its minY 

Let maxYY equal to minYY 

Put all of the parameters of the surface into the twoDsurfaces class 

End of tiie function GetTwoDInfo() 

In the twoDsurfaces class, 

Let Xo equal to minXX, Xj equal to maxXX, and Yo equal to minYY, 

Yj equal to maxYY 

Using tiie Graphic function of Borland C-I-+, the 2D drawing can be obtained on 

the screen. 

4.3.5 Intemal and Extemal Feature Recognition 

In order to determine the tool approach direction, it must be decided fu-st whether 

every cylinder of a rotational part is intemal or extemal. From Figure 4.8, it can be seen 

that if a cylinder's radius is the largest, it must be an extemal cyUnder which consists of 

two planar surfaces and one cyUndrical surface. From this external cylinder, the others can 

be determined whether they are intemal or extemal cylinders. The algorithm of the 

Intemal and Extemal Feamre Recognition is as foUows: 

InitiaUze MAXX to be equal to 0 

If a surface's Xo is larger than MAXX 

Let MAXX equal to that surface's Xo 

Find a plane 
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Let PLANE represent that plane 

If a surface is a plane and its Xo is larger than Xo of surface PLANE 

External surface 

0 l 
The Maximum Cylinder 
with the largest radius 

The Smallest Hole with 
the smallest radius 

0 the surface can be machined 
from either the left or the right 

^ ,. 1 the surface can be machined 
Define: only from the left 

2 the surface can be machined 
only from the right 

Figure 4.8 An example of two intemal and extemal cylinder and tool approach 

Let PLANE represent that surface, then the first plane on the left is found 

Save this surface as "Extemal" 

Initialize TEMP to PLANE 

while (the Xj value of surface 'TEMP" is not equal to MAXX) 

InitializeMAATtoO 

If a surface is a cyUndrical surface 

If the XI value of surface "TEMP" is equal to the Xo value of that surface 

and the Yo value of that surface is larger or equal to MAXY 

Let TEMP represent that surface 

Let MAXY equal to the Yo value of tiiat surface 

Save the cyUndrical surface as "Extemal" 
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If a surface is a plane 

If the Xi value of surface "'TEMF' is equal to the Xo value of that surface 

and the Yj value of that surface is larger or equal to MAXY 

Let TEMP represent that surface 

Let MAXY equal to the Yj value of that surface 

Save the plane as "Extemal" 

For any other surface which are not extemal surface 

Save them as "Intemal" 

End of tiie function GetExtIntSurface() 

4.3.6 Tool Approach Direction Determination 

The last step of Form Feature Recognition is to determine the tool approach 

direction. For rotational parts, there are two tool approach directions, namely, the left and 

the right. A form feature can thus be machined: (1) only from the left, (2) only from the 

right, or (3) from either the left or the right. 

AU the rotational parts considered in this research are assumed to be set up on the 

lathe using a three-jaw chuck. Therefore, the foUowing mles are set up for determining 

the tool approach direction. 

Forextemal cylinders: 

• The cylindrical surface which has the largest radius in the whole part can be 

machined from either the left or the right, named as Maximum CyUnder. 
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• All the planes and cyUndrical surfaces which are at the left of the Maximum 

Cylinder can be machined only from tiie left. 

• AU the planes and cyUndrical surfaces which are at the right of the Maximum 

Cylinder can be machined only from the right. 

For intemal cylinders (holes): 

• The cylindrical surface whose radius is the smallest in the whole part (named 

Smallest Hole) can be machined: 

• If the cyUndrical surface represents a through aU hole, it can be machined 

from either the right or the left. 

• Otherwise, it can be machined from the orientation that the hole is opening. 

• AU the planes and cylindrical surfaces which are at the left of the Smallest Hole 

can be machined only from the left, 

• AU the planes and cylindrical surfaces which are at the right of the SmaUest 

Hole can be machined only from the right. 

According to these mles, it is easy to find the extemal surfaces' tool approach if 

the maximum cyUnder is found. However, for the intemal surfaces, tiu-ee cases may exist: 

(1) the Smallest Hole is a tiirough all hole; (2) the Smallest Hole is a blind hole and its 

opening orientation is on tiie left; (3) the SmaUest Hole is a blind hole and its opening 

orientation is on the right (see Figure 4.9). The tool approach dkection of these three hole 

are totally different. Thus, aU these tiu-ee cases should be considered. A Tool Approach 

Determination algorithm is as foUows: 
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The Smallest Hole 

' / / / 
/ 

(a) The Smallest Hole is a 
through all Hole 

(b) The Smallest Hole is a blind hole 
and its orientation is on the left 

(c) The Smallest Hole is a blind hole 
and its orientation is on the right 

Figure 4.9 Three cases of the Smallest Hole 

Define: 

ÍO, if form feature can be machined only from the left 
tool approach = ^ 1, if form feature can be machined only from the right 

I2, if form feature can be machined from either the left or the right 

InitiaUze MINY, MAXY to be zero 

Checlc aU the surfaces 

If a surface is a cyUndrical surface and its Yj value is larger than MAXY 

Let CYLINI represent that surface 

Let MAXY equal to the Yj value of tiiat surface 

Then, the cyUndrical surface whose radius is the largest is found, and 

Let this cyUndrical surface's tool approach equal to 0 

InitiaUze MINY to MAXY 

Check all the surfaces 
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If a surface is a cyUndrical surface and its Yj is smaller tiian MINY 

Let CYUNII represent that surface 

Let MINY equal to the Yj value of tiiat surface 

Then, the cyUndrical surface whose radius is the smallest is found 

Check aU the surfaces 

If a surface is an external surface 

If the Xj value of this surface is smaller or equal the Xo value of surface 

CYUNI 

Let the tool approach of this smface equal to 1 

Else if the Xo value of this surface is larger or equal to the Xj value of 

surface CYLINI 

Let the tool approach of this surface equal to 2 

If a surface is an intemal surface 

If the Xj value of this surface is smaUer than the Xo value of siuface 

CYUNII 

Let the tool approach of this surface equal to 1 

If the Xj value of this surface is equal to tiie Xo value of surface CYUNII 

and its Yj value is larger than MINY 

Let the tool approach of this surface equal to 1 

If the Xo value of this surface is larger than tiie Xj value of surface CYLINII 

Let the tool approach of this surface equal to 2 
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If the Xo value of this surface equal to the Xj value of surface CYUNII 

and its Yj value is larger than MINY 

Let the tool approach of this surface is equal to 2 

Check the Smallest Hole is a through all hole or not 

To all the intemal surfaces 

If there has a plane and its Yj value is equal to tiie Yj value of the Smallest 

Hole 

The Smallest Hole must be a blind hole 

If the Xj value of this plane is equal to the Xo value of the Smallest Hole 

The orientation of the SmaUest Hole is on the right 

If the Xj value of this plane is equal to the Xj value of the Smallest Hole 

The orientation of the Smallest Hole is on the left 

Else if there has a plane and its Yo value is equal to the Yj value of the 

Smallest Hole 

The Smallest Hole is a through hole. 

A result of tool approach direction is shown in Figure 4.8. 

From the seven steps of the Form Feature Recognition, a geometiic shape of a 

rotational part given by neuti-al can be recognized. The tool approach dUection can also 

be determined. 
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4.4 Precision Feamre Recognition by PDT 

Precision features include tolerances and surface finish, etc, which descrit)e 

additional geometric characteristics of the form features of a part. In this research, only 

tolerance is recognized because only tolerance information is needed for the Setup 

Plaiming Program. 

Tolerance can be divided into two forms: dimensional tolerance and geometric 

tolerance. In the neuttal file, they are described in different parts. Hence, in the Precision 

Feamre Recognition, they are considered separately. Figure 4.10 is the stmcture of 

Precision Feamre Recognition process, and Table 4.2 gives the parts of dimensional 

tolerance and geometric tolerance in a neuttal file. 

In the Table 4.2, it is obvious that neuttal file has independent parts to describe 

dimensional tolerance and geometric tolerance and both of them are not integral. For 

example, a dimension and tolerance of a part is given in a neuttal fUe, but the surfaces 

related to this dimension are not known. People cannot recognize the tolerance 

relationship according to this file. In Figure 4.11, the parts with the same geometi^ may 

have the same neuttal fUe, but the dimension notations can be different. 

Tolerance is important in precision manufacturing. The different dimension 

notation means different precision requU-ements of a part. The machining steps is also 

different according to the different precision requU-ement. In Figure 4.1 la, the larger 

cylinder needs to ensure its precision when being machined, while in Figure 4.1 Ib, the 

smaller cylmder needs a higher precision. Therefore, the product information is not clear 

if there is not dimension notation in a neuttal file. 
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Precísion Feature 
Recognítion 

X'X'M' 'X'X'X':':' 

I 
Dímensional 
Tolerance 

Recognition 

1 
Geometric 
Tolerance 

Recognition 

Figure 4.10 The stmcture of Precision Feature Recognition 

Table 4.2. Part of a neuttal fíle describing dimensions and geometric tolerances 
Dimensional Tolerance 

1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 

dimensions [7] 
dimensions 
named2 
value 50. 
toLplus 0.01 
tol_minus 0.01 
dimensions 

Geometric Tolerance 

1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 

geometric_tolerance [2] 
geometric_tolerance 
tol_class Runout 
tol_type Circular Runout 
featjd 9 
ref_type Surface 
refjd 20 
valueO.Ol 
matl_cond RFS 
damm_refs [1] 
datum_refs 
datum_name A 
datum_type Reference Plane 
idl99 

For geomettic tolerance, the same problem exists. In Figure 4.11, the reference 

datum of the geomettic tolerance is surface A. Actually surface A is the cylindrical 

surface which has a smaUer radius, but people cannot read this information from a neutt-al 

file. Obviously, in order to obtain a complete tolerance information, neuti-al file must be 

modified fttst. 
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»501/1 0.01 l'Ã] 

3010.02 
N • 

6010.03 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.11 Two different dimension notations of a part 

4.4.1 Modification of Neutral File 

The modification of neuttal file is divided into two parts: (1) modifying 

dimensional tolerance information and (2) modifying geometric tolerance information. 

4.4.1.1 Modifying Dimensional Tolerance Information. Manufacturing of parts 

with exactly equal dimensions is known from experience to be impossible (Huang, 1996). 

Thus, in industry, it usually does not specify exact dimensions but always continuous 

regions for dimensions. The continuous regions is called a tolerance zone. Therefore, for 

a manufacturing part, every dimension may have a tolerance which is related to one or 

two surfaces. 

Usually, aU tiie axial dimensions of a rotational part are related to two surfaces - a 

dimensioned surface and a reference surface; all the diameter dimensions are only related 

to one surface - a cyUndrical surface. Since in Pro/ENGINEER, a whole cyUndrical 

surface is represented by two half cyUndrical surfaces, all the diameter dimensions are 
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related to two half cyUndrical surfaces in neuttal fUe. As shown in Figure 4.12, the related 

smfaces of the axial dimensions are represented by a Related Surfaces Tree. 

The dimensions of a part always consist of an open loop, because the closed 

dimension chain is not allowed in manufacturing. That means, for rotational parts, if tiiere 

are n planar surfaces, the axial dUnensions must have n-1. In Figure 4.12, the nodes in the 

Related Surfaces Tree represent all the planar surfaces in the rotational part, and the lines 

connecting them represent dimensions. In the example drawing in Figure 4.12, which 

siufaces a dimension is related to can be obtained. For example, surfaces A and G are a 

dimensioned surface and a reference surface of dimension 50. The Related Surfaces Tree 

can also be used to represent n planar surfaces. 

According to the Related Siufaces Tree, the dimension entity in a neuttal file can 

be modified in this way. For every axial dimension, insert the two surfaces - a Une's two 

ending nodes in the ttee into the neuttal file. For diameter dimension, since it is not 

decided which of the two symmetry surfaces would be filtered, both of them should be 

added to express the diameter dimension. The modified neuttal is shown in Table 4.3. 

4.4.1.2 Modifying Geometric Tolerance Information. Geometric tolerance is 

divided into five classes and in each class there are several tolerance types (PTC2, 1995). 

The related surface numbers of tiiese tolerance types are different, and some of them are 

not related to any otiier surfaces. Table 4.4 shows the geomettic tolerance symbols and 

related surfaces. 
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Figure 4.12 The axial dimensions and their related surfaces 

Table 4.3 The modified neutral file. 
Dimensional Tolerance 

1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 

dimensions [7] 
dimensions 
named2 
value 50. 
toLplus 0.04 
toLnUnus 0.04 
surface ids [2] 
surface ids 18,20 
dimensions 
. . . 

Geometric Tolerance 

1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 

geometricjolerance [2] 
geometric_tolerance 
toLclass Runout 
toljype Circular Runout 
featjd 9 
ref_type Surface 
refJd 20 
value 0.01 
surface ids [4] 
surface ids 18,20,135,153 
. . . 

The modification of the geometiic tolerance in a neuttal fUe has to refer to Table 

4.4. For all tiie geomettic tolerance types in the Form class, only the surface itself which 

has a geomettic tolerance should be added into neuttal fUe. For otiier geometric tolerance 
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types, not only the surface itself, but also the reference surfaces should be added into the 

neutt^l file. The modified neuttal fUe is shown in Table 4.3. 

After modifying the tolerance entities of a neuttal file, tolerance values and the 

related surfaces can be recognized by Precision Feature Recognition. 

4.4.2 Dimensional Tolerance Recogiútion 

Dimensional Tolerance Recognition includes: (1) exttact tolerance values and 

related surfaces from a neutral file and (2) examine the cyUndrical surfaces to skip those 

which are filtered in Form Feature Recognition. Since in the Setup Planning Program, 

tolerance was input as a tolerance matrix, the tolerance recognized results should be 

expressed in a matrix. The algorithm of Dimensional Tolerance Recognition is as foUows. 

Define a n*n tolerance matrix first and initialized aU the elements of the matrix as 

0 

Read neutral fUe and get tolerance values and related surfaces 

Check the surfaces 

If the surface is not ah-eady in the twoDsurfaces class 

Skip it 

Put the tolerance value into the tolerance matiix 

End of dimensional tolerance recognition. 
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Table 4.4. Geometric tolerance symbols and related surfaces. 

CLASS 

FORM 

PROFILE 

ORIENTATION 

RUNOUT 

LOCATTON 

TYPE 

STRAIGHTNESS 

FLATNESS 

CIRCULARrrY 

CYLINDRICrTY 

LINE 

SURFACE 

ANGULARTTY 

PARALLELISM 

PERPENDICULARITY 

CIRCULAR 

TOTAL 

POSITION 

CONCENTRICITY 

SYMMETRY 

SYMBOLS 

£7 
O 
a 
r\ 
o^ 
^ 

II 
X 
^ 

n 
0 
© 
— 

RELATED SURFACES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

4.4.3 Geometric Tolerance Recognition 

Geometric Tolerance Recognition also needs to exttact the required data and 

examme those related surfaces. The difference is in dimensional tolerance, only two 

related surfaces exist, but in geometiic tolerance, the related surfaces may be one, two, or 

more which depend on tiie geometiic tolerance types and the numbers of the reference 

surface. Therefore, the algoritiim of Geometiic Tolerance Recognition is considered as a 

súnilar process as the algoritiim of Dimensional Tolerance Recognition. 
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4.5 Output File 

The last component of PDT is the Output File. The product data required by the 

Setup Planning Program can be obtained totally from both Form Feature Recognition and 

Precision Feature Recognition, These data should be output as a fUe with a certain format 

so that the data can be used by the Setup Planning Program directly. That is the final goal 

of this research. 

The output fUe format is as foUows: 

SH PART R 

n 

EjE2 

AjA2 

SjS2 

tjj tj2 

t21 t22 

tfil tn2 

E 

i~in 

.. An 

On 

.. tjn 

.. t2n 

.. l nn 

(header) 

(number of feature) 

(featitte type of each feamre) 

(tool approach direction of each feamre) 

(existence of each feature on the stock) 

(tolerance matrix) 

Witii tiiis format, the output can be used by tiie Setup Planning Program 

successful. 
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CHAPTERV 

EXAMPLES OF ROTATIONAL PARTS RECOGNIZED BY PDT 

Three examples, which can be recognized by PDT, are given in this chapter. PDT 

is a tool to extract product data of rotational parts from neuttal files of Pro/ENGINEER. 

Therefore, the example parts should be created in Pro/ENGINEER fttst, and then neuttal 

files of these parts are exported. After being modified, these neuttal files can be read by 

PDT to recognize both form features and precision features. Product data are saved as a 

text fUe. This file is sent to the Setup Planning Program to realize the integration of 

CAD/CAPP. 

5.1 Exttacting the Product Data by PDT 

The three examples are discussed as foUows. 

Suppose all the tolerances of the diametric dimensions of tiu-ee parts are equal to 

0.001. 

5.1.1 Examplel 

This part has a tfu-ough all hole. Two cylindrical surfaces have geometiic tolerance 

reference from datum F. The drawing of the part and the tool approach dkections are 

showninFigure5.1. 

The modified neuti-al file (shown in Appendix A) is read by PDT and exttacts 

necessary product data. The final output file includes: header, number of features, feamre 
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type, tool approach dkection of each feature, existence of each feature on the stock, and 

tolerance mattix. This part's output fUe is given in Figure 5.2, and the 3D model is shown 

m Figure 5.3. 

<^501^10.01 [F 

Figure 5.1. Example I: A rotational part with a through all hole. 

SH_PART_R 
8 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.10 
0 
0 
0 

2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.01 
0 
0 

1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.04 
0 
0 
0 

2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.02 
0 
0 

1 
2 
1 
0.10 
0 
0.04 
0 
0 
0 
0.06 
0 

2 
0 
1 
0 
0.01 
0 
0.02 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.06 
0 
0 
0 

2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Figure 5.2. The output file of Example I. 
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5.1.2ExampIeII 

This is a more complex part witii two blmd holes from both the left and the right. 

The drawing of tiie part and tiie related surface ttee of tiie axial dimensional surfaces are 

shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Figure 5.4 also shows the tool approach dú-ection of 

every surface. Figure 5.6 is the 3D model of the part. Through PDT, neuttal fUe is 

filtered to get a product data output file shown in Figure 5.7. 

10 ±0.01 

80 ±0.05 

18±0.01 ^ 

2 

E 

Figure 5.4. Example 11: A rotational part with two blind holes. 

Figure 5.5. The related surface tree of the part in Figure 5.4. 
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SH_PART_R 
17 
1 1 
1 2 
1 1 
0 0.12 
0.12 0 

2 
0 
1 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 

0.04 
0 

0 0 0.002 0 
0.04 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0.02 0 
0 0 
0 0.04 
0 0 
0.02 0 
0 0 
0.04 0 
0 0 
0.06 0 
0 0.02 
0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.002 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
2 
1 

0.02 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.002 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

2 
2 
1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0.002 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
2 
1 
0 

0.04 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
1 
1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 

0.02 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.002 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 

0.04 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 • 0.002 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.002 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 

0.06 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
2 
1 
0 

0.02 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.002 

Figure 5.7. The output file of Example II. 

5.1.3 Examplein 

The part in this example has one blind hole and its direction is on the right; 

tiierefore, this bUnd hole (SmaUest Hole) is checked by PDT that it can be machined only 

from the right. The drawing of the part and the output file are shown in Figure 5.8 and 

Figure 5.9. The 3D model of the part is shown in Figure 5.10. 
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0 

D 
2 

^ 30 ±0.01 ^ 
40 ±0.02 

^ 50 ±0.03 ^ 

60 ±0.05 

C 
2 

Figure 5.8. Example III: A rotational part with one blind hole. 

SH_PART_R 
9 
1 1 2 
1 2 0 
1 1 1 
0 0.1 
0.1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0.06 
0 0.04 
0 0 
0 0.02 
0 0 
0.002 

2 
2 
1 
0 
0 

1 
2 
1 

0.002 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 

2 
2 
1 

0.002 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
2 
1 
0 

2 
2 
1 

0.06 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0.04 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.002 
0 
0 

0 
0.02 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Figure 5.9. The output file of Example ni. 
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5.2 Integrated Ulusttation 

After the product data of the models is exttacted by PDT, it should be sent to the 

Setup Planning Program to realize the integration of CAD/CAPP. In this section, only 

Example I is checked whetiier the output file (Figure 5.2) can be accepted by the Setup 

Plannmg Program and produce a setup plan. The Setup Planning Program interface is 

showninFigure5.11. 

:i$j$iyl 

File Setup Plan Help 
Selup Planner 

Notepad R0TA1.PRT 
Flle Edlt Search Help 

SH PflRTR 
8 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
1 0 2 2 2 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 

uqe 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 0 
0.10 0 
0 
a 
0 

0 0 .10 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.01 0 0 
0 0 0 .04 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 .02 0 0 
0 .04 0 0 0 0 .06 0 

0.01 0 0 .02 0 0 0 0 
B Q 0 Q.B6 0 B B 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

\^ 

îC 

røi. 

^ 

M 
fffm 

roexam.vsd:Paqe-l m: m 

lu M riYiYiiiYi lYririTiTiriYiViViViViTiTirtvwtiTiTm^^^^^ 1 111 Wra-
• í 

tm 

Notepad TEMP.PLN 
Fíle Edit ^earch Help 
Setup Plan 

Step 1: Setup the part using features G and H as the setup datuns 
Machine the Following features: 

B C D E F 

Step 2: Setup the part using features E and D as the setup datuns 
Machine the following features: 

A G H 

M 

•^H-*->*-^*-W4-.-.-H-^H4W-M4W4-.- .i.lAH.I.I.i.l...j...l. l.|.. J . 

Figure 5.11. Part drawing, data file, and setup plan for the example part shown in 
Figure5.1. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

CAPP plays a key role in tíie integration of CAD/CAM functions, because it is the 

function responsible for converting design specifications into manufacturing instmctions. 

In tiie past two decades, considerable effort has been devoted to modeling and automating 

process planning activities. More than 2(X) CAPP systems have been developed (Zhang 

and Alting, 1993). However, due to the complexity of the problems involved, a Uiily 

generative process planning solution still does not exist (Chang, 1992). 

Setup planning is the act of preparing detailed work insttnctions for setting up a 

part. It is the first and the most important step in process planning. However, it is also 

one of the least studied areas in automated process planning. Recently, researchers are 

beginning to consider the issue of automated setup planning. Huang (1995) developed an 

systematic approach ~ a graph-matrix approach to generate practical setup plans based on 

tolerance analysis. Based on this approach, an efficient and effective setup planning 

algorithm was developed. However, to realize the real automation of process planning, 

the Semp Planning Program still lacked an interface with CAD models. One of the 

objectives of this research was to establish the interface with CAD models in order to 

obtain the product data needed by the Setup Planning Program (Huang, 1995). 

Recentiy, feature-based modehng has become a well-accepted approach to 

geometric modeling in integrated CAD/CAPP system. Features are considered as an 

effective representational means to provide a more abstract product model than geometry 
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alone. Feature recognition also becomes an important way to provide, without any human 

intervention, tiie product data input needed by apphcations such as process planning, NC 

part programmmg, etc. Therefore, a feature-based CAD system ~ Pro/ENGINEER is 

chosen to create product models in this research. A comprehensive hterature survey on 

geometric modeling and feature modehng was conducted. Several exported data files of 

Pro/ENGINEER were also studied. It was found that (1) neutral files are suitable to 

extract product data, but (2) neutral files loss some important information, so it needs to 

be modified first. Therefore, another objective in tiiis research is to modify a neutral file in 

order to obtain a exact product data file. 

To extract the product data from the exported file of Pro/ENGINEER, an object-

oriented approach - Product Data Translator (PDT) was developed. The program was 

developed under the MS-DOS environment using C++. 

6.1 Contributions of the Research 

The major contribution of this research was using the object-oriented approach to 

provide an interface with CAD models. With this interface, the part data file in the Setup 

Planning Program can be dú-ectíy transferred from CAD model without human 

intervention. An integration of a CAD/CAPP system was ttuly realized. 

Other contribution of this research are as follows: 

1. Product data extraction. Product data can be extracted from different CAD 

files partly or totally. Therefore, choosing an appropriate file, which may not 

only include as many product information as possible but also is easy to read 
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both by human and computers, is the first step and most important things to 

extract product data from CAD models. Although some standard or non-

standard files were used in many different appUcations, the neutral file still was 

considered as tiie best options. By using a neutral file, many problems that 

occurred in feature recognition can be simphfied, and a neutral file can also be 

used in a wide variety of apphcations. 

2. Automated generation oftool approach direction. Tool approach direction is 

an essential part in the product data file of the Setup Planning Program. In this 

research, a systematical method, using computers instead of the human 

experience to check the tool approach direction, is developed. By Form 

Feamre Recognition in PDT, the tool approach direction of all the surfaces of 

the models can be determined automatically. 

3. Neutralfile modifications. Most CAD systems usually cannot provide exact 

product information. Although the neutral file has several advantages over 

some other CAD product data files, it is not perfect. The product information 

in the neutral file is insufficient if the tolerance information needs to be 

extracted. Thus, modification should be added to the neutral file before 

extracting tolerance information. The modification of a neutral file is 

significant because with this modification, a neutral file can be considered as an 

exact file and all tiie product data can be extracted from a modified neuû-al file. 

4. Product data translator (PDT). The program developed to implement PDT 

provides an effective method to recognize both form features and precision 
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features of a solid CAD models. It can be used to recognize any rotarional 

parts easily. 

6.2 Suggestions for Future Research 

Although significant progress has been made, PDT is limited on recognizing 

rotational parts now. To develop a superior system to extract product data firom different 

CAD models, the foUowing should be addressed: 

1. Fixturefor rotationalparts. Although tiie three-jaw chuck is the most popular 

fixture for rotational parts, some rotational parts, such as shafts, are usually 

machined using center support. By using different fixture, the determination of 

the tool approach direction is different. Therefore, other fixtures for rotational 

parts such as V-block also need to be considered. 

2. Secondary features. The rotational parts considered in this system are 

ideal parts. In manufactiu'e, ideal parts are uncommon. Therefore, for 

rotational parts, all the secondary featiu'es, such as chamfer, grooves, and 

threads, need to be considered. 

3. Irregular drawing. Usually with different people, they have different ways of 

creating a model in a CAD system, thus the neutral files may be more difficult 

to read. For future research, the irregular drawing, such as the axis of the 

rotational parts not along with the direction of X, Y, or Z axis, needs to be 

considered. 
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4. Prismatic parts. Prismatic parts can be viewed as a rigid body which has six 

degrees of freedom in the Cartesian space. Feature recognition of prismatic 

parts is more difficuh than that of rotational parts. Therefore, there is no doubt 

that if this system is widely used in prismatic parts, the result is promising. 
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APPENDIX A 

PDT PROGRAM CODES 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////^^^^^^^ 
// FileName: readfi.cpp 
// Programi ier: Feng Zhou 
// Date: 02/08/1996 Version 1.0 
// Description: Implementation of FeatReco program 
// This program should include EGAVGA.BGI file 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

#include <iostream.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <graphics.h> 
#include <conio.h> 

#include "read.h" 

// Function Prototype 

void GetFileLineQ; 
void ChangePartDirectionO; 
void CyhnFilterO; 
void GetTwoDInfoO; 
void Graphic(lwoDsurfaces *TD, int num); 
void GetExtlntSurfaceO; 
void GetToleranceO; 
void GetToolApproDirectionO; 
void OutputResuItsO; 
void OutputFinalResultsO; 
int SId(int sid); 

// Read a neutral file line by Une 
// Check the oriention of the part 
//Filterone cyhnder 
// Transfer 3-D data to 2-D information 
// make a 2-D drawing of the part 
// Divide all the surface into extemal and intemal 
// Get tolerance 
// Check tool approach directíon 
// Output desiring file 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// Define global variable 
/ /*************************/ / 

char FileName[15]; 
int n, index; 
char *sTypePlane = "plane"; 
char *sTypeCylin = "cyUnder"; 
char *sTypeCone = "cone"; 
charFileLine[100]; 
float **TolMatrix; 

// Input file's name 

// One line of the file 
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II Define objects of tiie file 
ll*********:^4'*******:i:*iií^:Hill 

surfaces Surface[100], newSurface[100]; 
twoDsurfaces twoDSurface[100]; 

y ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : ^ : ^ ^ : ^ : ^ : ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . . 
// Main function of the FeatReco program. 
^y***************:)c**:j,:^:(,:^:(,:^:^:^^^^^^^^^,, 

void mainO 
{ 
GetFileLineO; 
ChangePartDirectionO; 
CylinFUterO; 
GetTwoDInfoO; 
GetExtíntSurfaceO; 
OutputResultsO; 
GetToleranceO; 

} 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// Get the neutral file line by line 

void GetFileLineO 
{ 
char *sSur = "surfaces"; 
char *sSid = "id "; 
char *sMin = "xyz_min"; 
char *sMax = "xyz_max"; 
char *sSType = "surface_type"; 
char *sSTypel = "34"; 
char *sSType2 = '36"; 
char *Id, *minDim, *maxDim, *SurfaceType; 
char *pl, *p2, *strl, *str2; 
char *idNum, *sMinX, *sMinY, *sMinZ, *sMaxX, 
Id = new char [30]; 
minDim = new char [100]; 
maxDim = new char [100]; 
SurfaceType = new char [30]; 
pl = new char [20]; 
p2 = new char [30]; 
strl = new char [30]; 
str2 = new char [30]; 
idNum = new char [20]; 
sMinX = new char [30]; 
sMinY = new char [30]; 
sMinZ = new char [30]; 
sMaxX = new char [30]; 

// Search surfaces in the file. 
// Search surface ids. 
// Search xyz_min. 
// Search xyz_max. 
// Search surfaces_type. 

// Using for strstr. 
// Using for strchr. 
*sMaxY, *sMaxZ, *sType; 
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sMaxY = new char [30]; 
sMaxZ = new char [30]; 
sType = new char [50]; 

//Readneutralfile 
c o u t « "Enter tíie neutral file name:\n"; 
gets(FileName); // input the file name 

// Get tiie file line by line. 
ifstream inFile(FileName); // Open a neutral file 

// Check for errors when opening file 
if(!inFile) 
{ 

c o u t « "NnCouldn't open file"; 
return; 

} 

// Display the file 
while (inFile) 
{ 

inFile.geÚine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 

// Skip the array of the surfaces. 
if ((pl = sU-str(FileLine, sSur)) !=NULL) 

break; 
} 

n = 0; 
while (inFile) 
{ 

charFileLine[100]; 
inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 

// Display surfaces. 
if ((pl = strstr(FUeLine, sSur)) != NULL) 
{ 

// Get the line of surfaces id. 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
Id = (strstr(FileLine, sSid)); 

// Display only the id number. 
if ((pl = strchr(Id,'')) != NULL) 
strcpy(idNum, (pl + 1)); 

// Find the Une of xyz_min. 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
minDim = strstr(FileLine, sMin); 
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//Get the values of xyz_min 
if ((pl = strchr(minDim, ")) != NULL) 

// Get Ú\Q first value of xyz_min. 
if ((p2 = strchr(pl, '.')) != NULL) 
{ 

charstempl[100]; 
strcpy(stempl,pl); 
stempl[p2-pl]=0; 

// Check tíie suing before ',' 
if(( strl = strchr(stempl, '*')) != NULL) // print one value for x. 
{ 

strcpy(sMinX, (strl + 1)); 
strcpy(sMinY, (sfrl + 1)); 
strcpy(sMinZ, (p2 + 1)); 

} 
else 
{ 

strcpy(sMinX, (stempl + 1)); 
if (( str2 = su-chr((p2 + 1), '*')) != NULL) //fmd the last two or one 

//value. 
{ 
sti-cpy(sMinY, (str2 + 1)); 
strcpy(sMinZ, (str2 + 1)); 

} 
else 
{ 
if (( str2 = strchr((p2 + 1),',')) != NULL) 
{ 

char stemp3[100]; 
strcpy(stemp3, (p2+l)); 
stemp3[str2 - (p2+l)] = 0; 
strcpy(sMinY, stemp3); 
strcpy(sMinZ, (sd-2 + 1)); 

} 
} 

} 
} 

// Find the line of xyz_max. 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
maxDim = strstr(FileLine, sMax); 

// Get the values of xyz_max, 
if ((pl = strchr(maxDim,'')) != NULL) 
{ 

// Get the first value of xyz_max. 
if ((p2 = strchr(pl, ',')) != NULL) 
{ 

char stemp2[100]; 
strcpy(stemp2, pl); 
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stemp2[p2-pl] = 0; 
if ((sd-1 = suchr(stemp2, '*'))! = NULL) // Print one value for y. 
{ 

strcpy(sMaxX, (sti-l + 1)); 
sû-cpy(sMaxY, (sti-1 + 1)); 
sti-cpy(sMaxZ, (p2 + 1)); 

} 
else 
{ 

sû-cpy(sMaxX, (stemp2 + 1)); 
if ((sti2 = sti-chr((p2 + 1), '*')) != NULL) // Find tíie last two or one 

//value. 
{ 
sti-cpy(sMaxY, (sti^ + 1)); 
sti-cpy(sMaxZ, (sti-2 + 1)); 

} 
else 
{ 
if (( sti-2 = sti-chr((p2 + 1),',')) != NULL) 
{ 

charstemp4[100]; 
strcpy(stemp4, (p2 + 1)); 
stemp4[sti-2 - (p2 + 1)] = 0; 
strcpy(sMaxY, stemp4); 
sti-cpy(sMaxZ, (sti2 + 1)); 

} 
} 

} 
} 

} 
} 

// Get the Une of surfaces_type. 
if ((SurfaceType = sti-sti-(FileLine, sSType)) != NULL) 
{ 

if ((pl = sti-chr(SurfaceType,'')) != NULL) 
{ 
if (sû-cmp(sSTypel, (pl + 1)) == 0) 

sti*cpy(sType, sTypePlane); 
else 
{ 

if (sti-cmp(sSType2, (pl + 1)) == 0) 
strcpy(sType, sTypeCyUn); 

else 
break; 

} 
} 

// Get the value of id number, min_xyz, max_xyz and surface type into 
// surfaceclass 

Surface[n].GetValue(idNum, sMinX, sMinY, sMinZ, sMaxX, sMaxY, sMaxZ, sType); 
n = n+ 1; 
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} 
} 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// Check the directíon of the part and transfer it in order that the axial 
// direction of the rotational part is always coincident with X axis. 
/ /*********************************************************/ / 

void ChangePartDirectíonO 
{ 
int i, j , a; 

// Find a plane surface 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) 
{ 

if (strcmp(Surface[i].Surfrype, sTypePlane) == 0) 
{ 

a = i; 
break; 

} 
} 

// Check whether tíie axial direction of the part is coincident with Y axis 
// or Z axis. If tiiie, ti-ansfer the axial dirction to coincident with X 
//axis 
if (Surface[a].minY == Surface[a].maxY) 

{ 
for (j = 0; j < n; j++) 
{ 
float temp; 
temp = Surface[j].minX; 
Surface[j].minX = Surface[j].minY; 
Surface[j].minY = temp; 
temp = Surface[j].maxX; 
Surface[j].maxX = Surface[j].maxY; 
Surface[j].maxY = temp; 

} 

} 
else 
{ 

if (Surface[a].minZ == Surface[a].maxZ) 

{ 
for G = 0; j < n; ++j) 
{ 
float temp; 
temp = Surface[j].minX; 
Surface[j].minX = Surface[j].minZ; 
Surface[j].minZ = temp; 
temp = Surface[j].maxX; 
Surface[j].maxX = Surface[j].maxZ; 
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Surface[j].maxZ = temp; 
} 

} 
} 

} 

y y * * * * * * * * * * * * * : j c * * * * * * * * * * * : ) c : ( c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// Find tíie two same cylinder surfaces of every feature 
// and filter one cylinder surface. 
^f******************:ic4iílic***itc:i,:i(:icit,:ii:t,:it4,:t,4:4c:l,:t,:ic******4(**/l 

void CyUnFilterO 
{ 
int i, j ; 
index = 0; // The new surface numbers after filter 

for (i = 0; i < n; i++) 
{ 

if (sti-cmp(Surface[i].Surfrype, sTypePlane) == 0) 
{ 

strcpy(newSurface[index].Surfrype, Surface[i].Surfrype); 
newSurface[index].Surfld = Surface[i].Siirfld; 
newSiirface[index].minX = Surface[i].minX; 
newSurface[index].minY = Surface[i].minY; 
newSurface[index].minZ = Surface[i].minZ; 
newSurface[index].maxX= Surface[i].maxX; 
newSurface[index].maxY = Surface[i].maxY; 
newSurface[index].maxZ = Surface[i].maxZ; 
++index; 

} 

else 
{ 

for(j = i+l;j<n;j++) 
{ 
if (sti-cmp(Surface[i].Surfrype, sTypeCyUn) == 0) 
{ 

if ((Surface[i].minX == Surface[j].minX) && (Surface[i].maxX 
== Surface[j].maxX)) 

{ 
strcpy(newSurface[index].SurfType, Surface[i].SuríType); 
newSurface[index].Surfld = Surface[i].Surfld; 
newSurface[index].minX = Surface[i].minX; 
newSurface[index].minY = Surface[i].minY; 
newSurface[index].minZ = Surface[i].minZ; 
newSiuface[index].maxX= Surface[i].maxX; 
newSurface[index].maxY = Surface[i].maxY; 
newSurface[index].maxZ = Surface[i].maxZ; 
++index; 
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} 
} 

^ y * * * * * * * * * * * : ^ : ^ : ^ : ^ : ^ : ^ : ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
// Get a 2-D information 
lf************^:t::ic*:ii:i,:ii:ii:^:i,:t,i, 

voidGetTwoDInfoO 
{ 
int SldNum; 
int i, j ; 
float minXX, minYY, maxXX, maxYY; 
char *SType; 
SType = new char [30]; 

for (i = 0; i < index; i++) 
{ 

if (sti-cmp(newSurface[i].Surfrype, sTypePlane) == 0) 
{ 

SType = newSurface[i].Surfrype; 
SldNum = newSurface[i].Surfld; 
minXX = newSurface[i].minX; 
minYY = 0; 
maxXX = newSurface[i].maxX; 
maxYY = (newSurface[i].maxY - newSurface[i].minY) /2; 
twoDSurface[i].GetValue(SType, SldNum, minXX, minYY, maxXX, maxYY); 

} 

if (strcmp(newSurface[i].Surfrype, sTypeCyUn) == 0) 
{ 

SType = newSurface[i].SurfType; 
SldNum = newSurface[i].Surfld; 
minXX = newSurface[i].minX; 
if ((newSurface[i].maxY - newSurface[i].minY) > (newSurface[i].maxZ -

newSurface[i] .minZ)) 
minYY = (newSurface[i].maxZ - newSurface[i].minZ); 

else 
minYY = (newSurface[i].maxY - newSurface[i].minY); 

maxXX = newSurface[i].maxX; 
maxYY = minYY; 
twoDSurface[i].GetValue(SType, SldNum, minXX, minYY, maxXX, maxYY); 

} 
} 

// Create a part drawing using 2-D informatíon 
Graphic(twoDSurface, index); 

// OuQ)ut the 2_D informatíon to a text file 
for (j = 0; j < index; ++j) 
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twoDSurface[j].OutputValue("outl.txt"); 

//*******************:^*4:***********:^:i,:ic****n 

II Get twoD drawing. 
y/************:^:^:^:,.**********:^:^:^:^:^:^:^:^:^:^^^^^.. 

void Graphic(twoDsurfaces *TD, int num) 

/* request auto detectíon */ 
int gdriver = DETECT, gmode, errorcode; 
int i, ox, oy, mag; 
ox = 0; 
oy = 240; 
mag = 5; 

// initialize graphics and local variables 
initgraph(&gdriver, &gmode,""); 

// read result of initíalizatíon 
errorcode = graphresult(); 

// an error occurred 
if (errorcode != grOk) 
{ 

c o u t « "Graphics error: NJI" « grapherrormsg(errorcode); 
c o u t « "Press any key to halt:"; 
getchO; 

// terminate with an error code 
exit(l); 

} 
for (i = 0; i < num; ++i) 

Une(ox+TD[i].XO*mag, oy-TD[i].YO*mag, ox+TD[i].Xl*mag, oy-TD[i].Yl*mag); 
} 

// Check both plane and cylinder surfaces and divide them into extemal 
// surfaces and intemal surfaces. 
/ / 3 ( C 3|C 3^ 3|C 3JC 3|C 3|C 3(C JC 3(C fC 3|C 3|C 3|C #|C ^C 3|C 3(C ^C ^C ^C ^C ^C ^C ^C ^C ^C ^C í̂ C 3JC ^p ^% * p ^^ ^C ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ * T * T * ^p T * ^p T * ^p T * T * ^p * ^ ^p ^p T * n^ ^F T ^ ^ * T * ^p / / 

void GetExtíntSurfaceO 
{ 
int i , j , a, b, k; 
float MAXX = 0, MAXY; 

// Get the largest X value of the part. 
for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
{ 

if (twoDSurface[i].XO > MAXX) 
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MAXX = twoDSurface[i] .XO; // MAXX is tíie maximum value of X. 

// Get tíie first plane in the surface and pass tíie i value to a. 
for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
{ 

if(strcmp(twoDSurface[i].Surfrype, sTypePlane) == 0) 

a = i; 
break; 

} 
} 

// Find the most left plane, tíien let tíiis plane be an extemal plane. 
for(j = i+1; j < index; ++j) 
{ 

if((strcmp(twoDSurface[j].Surfrype, sTypePlane) = 0) && (twoDSurface[a].XO > 
twoDSurface[j].XO)) 

a = j ; 
} 
sti-cpy(twoDSurface[a] .Extínt, "Extemal"); 

b = a; // initíalize b equaled to a. 

while (twoDSurface[b].Xl != MAXX) // If the surface[b]'s XI value is not 

// equal to tíie maximum X of the part, 

// do the while loop. 
{ 
// Find the extemal cylinder. 

MAXY = 0; // Initíalize the maximum Y value. 
for(k = 0; k < index; ++k) 
{ 

if(strcmp(twoDSurface[k].Surfrype, sTypeCylin) == 0) 
{ 
if((twoDSurface[b].Xl == twoDSurface[k].XO) && (twoDSurface[k].YO >= MAXY)) 
{ 

b = k; 
MAXY = twoDSurface[k].YO; 

} 
} 

} 
stix;py(twoDSurface[b].Extínt, "Extemal"); 

// Find the external plane. 
MAXY = 0; 
for (k = 0; k < index; ++k) 
{ 

if (strcmp(twoDSurface[k].Surfrype, sTypePlane) == 0) 
{ 
if((twoDSurface[b].Xl == twoDSurface[k].XO) && (twoDSurface[k].Yl >= MAXY)) 
{ 
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b = k; 
MAXY = twoDSurface[k].Yl; 

} 
} 

} 

strcpy(twoDSurface[b].Extínt, "Extemal"); 

for (i=0; i<index; ++i) 
{ 

if (sti-cmp(twoDSurface[i].ExtInt, "Extemal") != 0) 
sti-cpy(twoDSurface[i].ExtInt, "Intemal"); 

} 

GetToolApproDirectionO; 

} 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : j c : ( c * * * / / 

// Get tool approach directíon of the part 
/ /**********************************/ / 

void GetToolApproDirectionO 
{ 
inti , j , k, a, b; 
int MINY, MAXY = 0; 

// change surface type from string to two integers. 
for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
{ 

if (strcmp(twoDSurface[i].Surfrype, sTypePlane) == 0) 
twoDS urface [i] .Type = 1; 

else 
twoDSurface[i].Type = 2; 

} 

// Get the largest cylinder. 
for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
{ 

if ((sû-cmp(twoDSurface[i].Surfrype, sTypeCylin) == 0) && 
(twoDSurface[i].Yl > MAXY)) 

{ 
a = i; 
MAXY = twoDSurface[i].Yl; 

} 

} 
twoDSurface[a].ToolAppr = 0; 

//Get the smallest cylinder. 
MINY = MAXY; // Initialize MINY tíie same as MAXY 
for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
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{ 

if ((sti-cmp(twoDSurface[i].Surfrype, sTypeCylin) = 0) && 
(twoDSurface[i].Y1 < MINY)) 

b = i; 
MINY = twoDSurface[b].Yl; 

} 

// Check the tool approach directíon. 
for (j = 0; j < index; ++j) 
{ 

if (stiicmp(twoDSurface[j].Extínt, "External") == 0) // For extemal surfaces. 
{ 

if (twoDSurface[j].Xl <= twoDSurface[a].XO) 
twoDSurface[j].ToolAppr= 1; 

else 
{ 
if (twoDSurface[j].XO >= twoDSurface[a].Xl) 

twoDSurface[j].ToolAppr = 2; 
} 

} 
else // For intemal surfaces. 
{ 

if (twoDSurface(j].Xl < twoDSurface[b].XO) 
twoDSurface[j].ToolAppr= 1; 

if ((twoDSurface[j].Xl == twoDSurface[b].XO) && 
(twoDSurface[j].Yl > MINY)) 

twoDSurface[j].ToolAppr= 1; 
if (twoDSurface|j].XO > twoDSurface[b].Xl) 
twoDSurface[j].ToolAppr = 2; 

if ((twoDSurface[j].XO == twoDSurface[b].Xl) && 
(twoDSurface[j].Yl > MINY)) 

twoDSurface[j].ToolAppr = 2; 

} 

// Check whether the smallest cylinder is a through hole. 
int icount = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
{ 

if ((sti-cmp(twoDSurface[i].Extínt, "Intemal") == 0) && (sti-cmp 
(twoDSurface[i].Surfrype, sTypePlane) == 0) && (twoDSurface[i].Yl 
== twoDSurface[b].Yl)) 

{ 
++icount; 
if(twoDSurface[i].Xl == twoDSurface[b].XO) 
{ 
twoDSurface[b].ToolAppr = 2; 
twoDSurface[i].ToolAppr = 2; 

} 
if(twoDSurface[i].XO == twoDSurface[b].Xl) 
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{ 

twoDSurface[b].ToolAppr= 1; 
twoDSurface[i].ToolAppr= 1; 

} 
} 

} 
if (icount == 0) 

twoDSurface[b].ToolAppr = 0; 

// Get the existence of each feature on the stock. 
for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 

twoDSurface[i].Sto = 1; 
} 

ofsti-eam out("out2.txt"); 
ofsti-eam outFile("out.txt"); 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : ( c * * * * * * * * / / 

// Get the dimension tolerance from neutral file 
/ /***************************************/ / 

void GetToleranceO 
{ 
char *sDim = "dimensions"; // Search dimensions in the fíle. 
char *sTolPlu = "toLplus"; // Search tolerance plus. 
char *sTolMin = "tol_minus"; // Search tolerance minus. 
char *sDSurfid = "surface_ids"; // Search surfacejds. 
char *sGeoTol = "geometiic_tolerance"; // Search geometric tolerance in the file. 
char *sVal = "value"; // Search tolerance value. 
char *sSurflnd = "surface_ids ["; 
char *sGSurfid = "surfacejds"; // Search surfacejds. 
char *TolP, *TolPlus, *TolM, *TolMinus, *DSurfid, *SurfidI, *SurfidII; 
char *pl, *sti-l, *str2; 
float toU', tolM; 
char *Val, *TolVal, *Surflnd, *GSurfid; 
char **Surfids; 
int i, j , sfindex, surfidl, siu"fidll; 
intidl,id2; 
float tol; 
int surfid[20]; 

TolP = newchar[50]; 
ToU>lus = new char [50]; 
TolM = newchar [50]; 
TolMinus = new char [50]; 
DSurfid = new char [30]; 
Surfidl = new char [30]; 
Surfidll = new char [30]; 
Val = new char [30]; 
TolVal = new char [30]; 
Surflnd = new char [30]; 
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GSurfid = new char [50]; 
pl = new char [50]; 
sti-1 = new char [50]; 
sti^ = new char [50]; 

Surfids = new char * [30]; 
for (i = 0; i < 30; ++i) 

Surfids[i] = new char [50]; 
TolMatiix = new float * [index]; 
for (i=0; i<index; ++i) 

TolMatiix[i] = new float [index]; 

for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
{ 

for (j = 0; j < index; ++j) 
TolMatiix[i][j] = 0; 

} 

ifsti-eam inFile(FileName); // Read input file. 
// Get the dimension tolerance 

while (inFile) 
{ 

inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
if ((pl = sti-sti-(FileLine, sDim)) != NULL) 

break; 
} 

while (inFile) 
{ 

inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
if ((pl = sti-sti-(FileLine, sDim)) != NULL) 
{ 

inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
TolP = (sti-sti-(FileLine, sTofflu)); 
if ((pl = sti-chr(TolP,'')) != NULL) 
{ 
sti-cpy(TolPlus,pl + 1); 
tolP = atof(ToU>lus); 

} 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
TolM = (sti-sti-(FileLine, sTolMin)); 
if ((pl = sti-chr(TolM,'')) != NULL) 
{ 
strcpy(TolMinus ,pl + 1); 
tolM = atof(TolMinus); 

} 
tol = tolP + tolM; 
o u t « "\n" « "tol:" « t o l « "\n"; 
inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
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DSurfid = (sO-sti-(FileLine, sDSurfid)); 
if (( pl = sti-chr(DSurfid,'')) != NULL) 
{ 
if (( sti-1 = strchr((pl + 1), ',•)) != NULL) 
{ 

charstempl[100]; 
strcpy(stempl,(pl + 1)); 
stempl[sû-l-(pl + l)] = 0; 
sticpy(SurfidI, stempl); 
surfidl = atoi(Surfidl); 
sti-cpy(SurfidII, sti-1 + 1); 
surfidll = atoi(SurfidlI); 

} 
} 
o u t « "surfid:" « surfidl« "\n"; 
o u t « "surfid:" « surfidll« "\n"; 
idl = Sld(surfidl); 
id2 = Sld(surfidll); 
if(idl==-l) 
idl = id2; 

if(id2==-l) 
id2 = idl; 

TolMatrix[idl][id2] = tol; 
TolMatiix[id2][idl] = tol; 

} 

inFile.closeO; 
inFile.open(FileName); 

// Get geometric tolerance 
while (inFile) 
{ 

inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
if ((pl = sti-sû-(FileLine, sGeoTol)) != NULL) 

break; 
} 

while (inFile) 
{ 

inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
if ((pl = sti-sti-(FileLine, sGeoTol)) != NULL) 
{ 

inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)) 
inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)) 
inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)) 
inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)) 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)) 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)) 
Val = stisti-(FileLine, sVal); 
if ((pl = sti-chr(Val,'')) != NULL) 
{ sti-cpy(TolVal, pl + 1); 
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tol = atof(TolVal); 
} 
o u t « "\n" « "tolerance value:" « t o l « "\n"; 
inFile.getíine(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
sti-1 = sti-sti-(FileLine, sSurflnd); 
if ((pl = sti-chr(sti-l, •[')) != NULL) 

sti-cpy(sti^, (pl + 1)); 
if ((pl = sti-chr(sti2, •]')) != NULL) 
{ 
charstempl[100]; 
strcpy(stempl, sti^); 
stempl[pl -str2] = 0; 
strcpy(Surflnd, stempl); 
sfindex = atoi(Surflnd); 

} 
inFile.getUne(FileLine, sizeof(FileLine)); 
GSurfid = strstr(FileLine, sGSurfid); 
if ((pl = strchr(GSurfid, ")) != NULL) 

strcpy(strl,(pl + 1)); 
for(i = 0; i < (sfindex-1); ++i) 
{ 
if ((pl = sû:chr(sti-l,',')) != NULL) 
{ 

charstempl[100]; 
strcpy(stempl, strl); 
stempl[pl - strl] = 0; 
stt-cpy^Surfids^i], stempl); 
sti-cpy(sti-l,pl+l); 

} 
} 
stix;py(Surfids[i], strl); 

intrelid[2]; 
int idcount = 0; 
for(i = 0; i < sfindex; ++i) 

{ 
surfid[i] = atoi(Surfids[i]); 
o u t « "surfid:" « surfid[i] « "\n"; 

} 
for (i=0; i< sfindex; ++i) 
{ 
if(SId(surfid[i])!=-l) 

{ 
relid[idcount] = surfid[i]; 

++idcount; 

} 
} 
TolMatrix[SId(relid[0])][SId(relid[l])] = tol; 
TolMatiix[SId(relid[l])][SId(relid[0])] = tol; 

} 
} 
for(i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
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{ 
for(j = 0; j < index; ++j) 

outf île « TolMatiix[i][j] « "\t"; 
outFile «" \n" ; 
} 

} 

y ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : j c * * * * * * * * * * * * * : ( c * / / 

// Output tíie final results to a text file 
^ ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : ( c * : ( c * * : ( c * * * : ( c * * : ( c * / / 

void OutputResultsO 
{ 
inti; 

outí̂ Ue « "SH_PART_R\n"; // Output part type 
outFile « index « "\n"; // Output tíie total number of surfaces 
for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 

outFile « twoDSurface[i].Type « "\í"; // Output surface type 
outf île « "\n"; 

for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
outFile « twoDSurface[i].ToolAppr « "\t"; // Output tool approach directíon 
outf̂ ile « "\n"; 

for (i = 0; i < index; ++i) 
outFile « twoDSurface[i] .Sto « "\t"; // Output existence of each 

// feature on the stock 
outf île «" \n" ; 

} 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// Find the surface ids which have tolerance relatíonship 
/ /**********************************************/ / 

int SId(int sid) 
{ 
int i; 
for (i = 0; i< index; ++i) 
{ 

if (twoDSurface[i].id == sid) 
retum i; 

} 
retum -1; 

} 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// End of readfi.cpp. 
/ /***************************************/ / 
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/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

// Filename: clas.cpp 
// Programmer: Feng Zhou 
// Date: 02/06/1996 Version 1.0 
// Description: Implementatíon of tfie class surfaces, 
// twoDsurfaces and dimensions 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

#include <iostream.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <stiing.h> 
#include <iomanip.h> 

#include "read.h" 

//**************:it:t!***********************/f 

II Member functíon GetValue() of surfaces class 
/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

void surfaces::GetValue(char *idNum, char *sMinX, char *sMinY, char *sMinZ, 
char *sMaxX, char *sMaxY, char *sMaxZ, char *sType) 

{ 
Surfld = atoi(idNum); // Convert surface ids from sti-ing to integer. 
minX = atof(sMinX); // Convert min x from stiing to float. 
minY = atof(sMinY); // Convert min y from stiing to float. 
minZ = atof(sMinZ); // Convert min z from string to float. 
maxX = atof(sMaxX); // Convert max x from string to float. 
maxY = atof(sMaxY); // Convert max y from string to float. 
maxZ = atof(sMaxZ); // Convert max z from string to float. 
strcpy(Surfrype, sType); // Copy tíiC surface type into string Surffype. 

} 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// Member functíon GetValue() of twoDsurfaces class 
/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

void twoDsurfaces::GetValue(char *SType, int SldNum, float minXX, 
float minYY, float maxXX, float maxYY) 

{ 
sti-cpy(Surfrype, SType); 
id = SldNum; 
if((minXX > -0.001) && (minXX < 0.001)) // Check whetíier minXX is more 

XO = 0; // than -0.001 and less than 0.001. 
else 

XO = minXX; 
if((minYY > -0.001) && (minYY < 0.001)) 
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Y0 = 0; 
else 

YO = minYY; 
if((maxXX > -0.001) && (maxXX < 0.001)) 

XI = 0; 
else 

XI = maxXX; 
if((maxYY > -0.001) && (maxYY < 0.001)) 

Yl = 0; 
else 

Yl = maxYY; 
} 

// Member functíon OutputValue of twoDsurfaces class 
// Output the values to a file. 

void twoDsurfaces::Ou^utValue(char * filename) 
{ 
ofstream outFile; 
outFile.open(filename, ios::ate); 
outFile « "\n" « "Type: " « SurfFype « "\n"; 
outFile « "id: " « setprecision(2) « id « "\n"; 
outf̂ Ue « "XO 
outf̂ Ue « "YO 
outf̂ Ue « "XI 
outf̂ Ue « " Y l 

} 

" « setprecision(2) « XO « "\n"; 
" « setprecision(2) « YO « "\n"; 
" « setprecision(2) « XI « "\n"; 
" « setprecision(2) « Yl « "\n"; 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// End of class.cpp file. 
/ /************************************/ / 
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Filename: read.h 
//Programmer: Feng Zhou 
// Date: 02/06/96 Version 1.0 
// Descriptíon: Head File of Implementation of FeatReco program 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

class surfaces; 
class twoDsurfaces; 
class dimensions; 

class surfaces { 
public: 

int Surfld; // Surface id number. 
float minX, minY, minZ; // The values of minmum xyz as float. 
float maxX, maxY, maxZ; // The values of maximum xyz as float. 
char Surfrype[30]; // String to display the surface type as plane 

// or cyUnder. 
void GetValue(char *idNum, char *sMinX, char *sMinY, char *sMinZ, 

char *sMaxX, char *sMaxY, char *sMaxZ, char *sType); 
} ; 

class twoDsurfaces { 
public: 
char Surfrype[30]; 
charExtínt[100]; 
int id, Type, ToolAppr; 
int Sto; 
floatXO,YO; 
floatXl,Yl; 
void GetValue(char *SType, int SldNum, float minXX, float minYY, 

float maxXX, float maxYY); 
void OutputValue(char *fUename); 

} ; 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / 

// End of read.h file. 
/ /*******************************/ / 
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APPENDDC B 

PART OF THE ]̂ ÍEUTRAL FILE OF FIGURE 5.1 

Since a whole neutral file is too long, part of it which was used in this research is 

shown here. 

#UGC:2 NEUTRAL 829 340 0 0 0 15 1500 9532 \ 
#- VERS 0 0 \ 
#- HOST \ 
#- LINK \ 
#- DBID \ 
#- REVS 0, \ 
#- RELL 0, \ 
#-END_OF_UGC_HEADER 
#Pro/ENGINEER TM Release 15.0 (c) 1988-95 by Parametiic Technology Corporatíon AU Rights 
Reserved. 9532 
0 Neutral_part -> 
1 revnum 292 
1 density 0. 
1 rel_acciiracy 0.0012 
1 outíine [2] [3] 
2 outíine[0] 0.,2*-25. 
2 outíine[l] 60.,2*25. 
1 mass_props NULL 
1 colors NULL 
1 dimensions [7] 
2 dimensions 
3 name d2 
3 value 50. 
3 toLplus 0.001 
3 toLminus 0.001 
3 surfacejds [2] 
4 surfacejds 18,20 
2 dimensions 
3 name d3 
3 value 60. 
3 toLplus 0.03 
3 toLminus 0.03 
3 surfacejds [2] 
4 surfacejds 12,15 
2 dimensions 
3 name d7 
3 value 36. 
3 toLplus 0.001 
3 toLminus 0.001 
3 surfacejds [2] 
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4 surfacejds 39,57 
2 dimensions 
3 namedll 
3 value 28. 
3 toLplus 0.001 
3 toLminus 0.001 
3 surfacejds [2] 
4surfacejds90,108 
2 dimensions 
3 name dl2 
3 value 50. 
3 toLplus 0.02 
3 toLminus 0.02 
3 surfacejds [2] 
4 surfacejds 15,92 
2 dimensions 
3 name d22 
3 value 10. 
3 toLplus 0.001 
3 toLminus 0.001 
3 surfacejds [2] 
4 surfacejds 135,153 
2 dimensions 
3 name d24 
3 value 30. 
3 toLplus 0.01 
3 tol_minus 0.01 
3 surfacejds [2] 
4surface_ids 12,41 
1 features [9] 
2 features 
# Datum 
3 i d l 
3 suppressed 0 
3 surfacejds [1] 
4 surfacejds 2 
2 features 
# Datum 
3 id3 
3 suppressed 0 
3 surfacejds [1] 
4 surface_ids 4 
2 features 
# Datum 
3 id5 
3 suppressed 0 
3 suifacejds [1] 
4 surfacejds 6 
2 features 
# Coordinate System 
3id7 
3 suppressed 0 
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2 features 
# Protrusion 
3 id9 
3 suppressed 0 
3 dim_index [2] 
4 dimjndex 0,1 
3 surfacejds [4] 
4 surfacejds 12,15,18,20 
2 features 
#Cut 
3id24 
3 suppressed 0 
3 dim_index [2] 
4 dim Jndex 2,6 
3 surfacejds [3] 
4 surfacejds 39,41,57 
2 features 
#Cut 
3id75 
3 suppressed 0 
3 dim_index [2] 
4 dim Jndex 3,4 
3 siufacejds [3] 
4 surfacejds 90,92,108 
2 features 
#Cut 
3 id 120 
3 suppressed 0 
3 dim_index [1] 
4 dim Jndex 5 
3 surfacejds [2] 
4 surfacejds 135,153 
2 features 
# Datum 
3 id 199 
3 suppressed 0 
3 surfacejds [1] 
4 surfacejds 200 
1 surfaces [12] 
2 surfaces 
3 i d l 2 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min 2*-25. 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max 2*25. 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min 0.,2*-25. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_max 0.,2*25. 
3 orient-1 
3 loops [2] 
41oops 
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5 edge Jds [2] 
6edge_ids 13,14 
41oops 
5 edgejds [2] 
6edge_idsll6,117 
3 surface_type 34 
3 surface(plane) -> 
4 el [3] 
5 el 2*0.,1. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 0.,-l.,0. 
4 e3 [3] 
5e3 1.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 3*0. 
2 surfaces 
3 i d l 5 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min2*-18. 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max 2*18. 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4xyz_min60.,2*-18. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4xyz_max60.,2*18. 
3 orient 1 
3 loops [2] 
4 loops 
5 edge Jds [2] 
6 edgejds 65,66 
4 loops 
5 edgejds [2] 
6 edgejds 161,162 
3 surface_type 34 
3 surface(plane) -> 
4 ei [3] 
5 el 2*0.,1. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 0.,-l.,0. 
4 e3 [3] 
5e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 60.,2*0. 
2 surfaces 
3 i d l 8 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min 2*0. 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max 3.141592653589793,30. 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min 0.,2*-25. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
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4 xyz_max 30.,0.,25. 
3 orient 1 
3 loops [1] 
41oops 
5 edgejds [4] 
6 edgejds 67,72,13,71 
3 surface_type 36 
3 surface(cyUnder) -> 
4 el [3] 
5el2*0., l . 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 0.,-l.,0. 
4 e3 [3] 
5 e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 3*0. 
4 radius 25. 
2 surfaces 
3id20 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min 3.141592653589793,0. 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max 6.283185307179586,30. 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min 0.,-0.000000000000003,-25. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_max 30.,2*25. 
3 orient 1 
3 loops [1] 
41oops 
5 edgejds [4] 
6 edgejds 69,71,14,72 
3 surface_type 36 
3 surface(cyUnder) -> 
4e l [3] 
5 el 2*0.,1. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 0.,-l.,0. 
4 e3 [3] 
5e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 3*0. 
4 radius 25. 
2 surfaces 
3id39 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_minO.,1.5 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max 3.141592653589793,31.5 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min 30.,2*-18. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
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4 xyz_max 60.,I8.,0. 
3 orient 1 
3 loops [1] 
41oops 
5 edge J d s [4] 
6 edgejds 65,74,42,73 
3 surface_type 36 
3 surface(cyUnder) -> 
4e l [3] 
5el0.,-l.,0. 
4e2[3] 
5e2 2*0.,-l. 
4e3[3] 
5e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 28.5,-0.000000000000002,0. 
4 radius 18. 
2 surfaces 
3id41 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min 2*-25. 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max 2*25. 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min 30.,2*-25. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_max 30.,2*25. 
3 orient 1 
3 loops [2] 
41oops 
5 edge J d s [2] 
6 edgejds 42,60 
4 loops 
5 edgejds [2] 
6 edgejds 67,69 
3 surface_type 34 
3 surface(plane) -> 
4 el [3] 
5el0.,-l.,0. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 2*0.,-l. 
4 e3 [3] 
5e3 1.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 30.,-0.000000000000002,0. 
2 surfaces 
3id57 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min -3.141592653589793,1.5 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_maxO.,31.5 
3 xyz_min [3] 
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4 xyz_min 30.,-18.,0. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_max 60.,2*18. 
3 orient 1 
3 loops [1] 
41oops 
5 edgejds [4] 
6 edgejds 66,73,60,74 
3 surface_type 36 
3 surface(cyUnder) -> 
4 el [3] 
5elO.,-l.,0. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 2*0.,-l. 
4 e3 [3] 
5 e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 28.5,-0.000000000000002,0. 
4 radius 18. 
2 surfaces 
3id90 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min 0.,0.5 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max 3.141592653589793,10.5 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min 0.,2*-14. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_max 10.,14.,0. 
3 orient -1 
3 loops [1] 
4 loops 
5 edgejds [4] 
6 edgejds 116,119,93,118 
3 surfacejype 36 
3 surface(cyUnder) -> 
4e l [3] 
5elO.,-l.,0. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 2*0.,-l. 
4 e3 [3] 
5e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin -0.5,-0.000000000000002,0. 
4 radius 14. 
2 surfaces 
3id92 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min2*-14. 
3 uv_max [2] 
4uv_max2*14. 
3 xyz_min [3] 
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4 xyz_min 10.,2*-14. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4xyz_max 10.,2*14. 
3 orient -I 
3 loops [2] 
41oops 
5 edgejds [2] 
6edge_ids 111,93 
41oops 
5 edge Jds [2] 
6edge_ids 163,164 
3 surface_type 34 
3 surface(plane) -> 
4 el [3] 
5 el 0.,-l.,0. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 2*0.,-l. 
4 e3 [3] 
5 e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 10.,-0.000000000000002,0. 
2 surfaces 
3 id 108 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min -3.141592653589793,0.5 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_maxO.,10.5 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min0.,-14.,0. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_max 10.,2*14. 
3 orient -1 
3 loops [1] 
41oops 
5 edgejds [4] 
6 edgejds 117,118,111,119 
3 surface_type 36 
3 surface(cyUnder) -> 
4e l [3] 
5el0.,-l. ,0. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 2*0.,-l. 
4 e3 [3] 
5e3 l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin -0.5,-0.000000000000002,0. 
4 radius 14. 
2 surfaces 
3 id 135 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min 0.,2.5 
3 uv_max [2] 
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4 uv_max 3.141592653589793,52.5 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min 10.,2*-5. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_max 60.,0.,5. 
3 orient -1 
3 loops [1] 
41oops 
5 edgejds [4] 
6edge_ids 161,166,163,165 
3 surface_type 36 
3 surface(cyUnder) -> 
4 el [3] 
5 el 2*0.,-1. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 0.,-l.,0. 
4 e3 [3] 
5e3-l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 62.5,2*0. 
4 radius 5. 
2 surfaces 
3 id 153 
3 uv_min [2] 
4 uv_min -3.141592653589793,2.5 
3 uv_max [2] 
4 uv_max 0.,52.5 
3 xyz_min [3] 
4 xyz_min 10.,0.,-5. 
3 xyz_max [3] 
4 xyz_max 60.,2*5. 
3 orient-1 
3 loops [1] 
4 loops 
5 edgejds [4] 
6edge_ids 162,165,164,166 
3 surface_type 36 
3 surface(cyUnder) -> 
4 el [3] 
5 el 2*0.,-l. 
4 e2 [3] 
5e2 0.,-l.,0. 
4 e3 [3] 
5 e3 -l.,2*0. 
4 origin [3] 
5 origin 62.5,2*0. 
4 radius 5. 
1 geometricjolerance [2] 
2 geometricjolerance 
3 toLclass Runout 
3 toljype Circular Runout 
3 feat_id 9 
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3ref_type Surface 
3 refJd 20 
3 value 0.01 
3 surfacejds [4] 
4 surfacejds 18,20,135,153 
3 matí_cond RFS 
3 datum_refs [1] 
4 datum_refs 
5 datum_name F 
5 datum_type Reference Plane 
5 id 199 
2 geometricjolerance 
3 toLclass Location 
3 toljype Concentiicity 
3 featjd 24 
3ref_type Surface 
3 refjd 39 
3 value 0.02 
3 surfacejds [4] 
4 surfacejds 39,57,135,153 
3matí_cond Default-RFS 
3 datum_refs [1] 
4 datum_refs 
5 datum_name F 
5datum_type Reference Plane 
5 id 199 
#END OF UGC 
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